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ABSTRACT
The uniqueness of the Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisation consists of the
fact that it regards seva (selfless service) as a form of service to the Divinity that is
in each being. Rural Vocational Training Centre is a part of the Service wing
and is a by-product of the deep concern and selfless thought of Sri Sathya Sai
Organisation, India (SSSSOI)aims at improving the economic conditions of the
unemployed youth in a particular village and to create areas of self-employment.
Our project “Yuva Yuvathi Upajeevika –Creating livelihood for the youth and
women”, mainly focusses on the aspect of improving the standards of the living of
the rural people. The background of the project throws light in two main aspects.
The former is to improve the communication of the rural youth, where
communication skills play a major role for procuring a decent job and also to
embrace the challenges in the modern economy .The latter part of the project
would enhance the ability of women to become financially independent and to
support their families economically. We have arrived with the aspects of teaching
the rural mahila youth with the Spoken English Classes and helping the rural
women who are focussed to have financial independence with the knowledge to
manufacture the RVTC Products. Thus the project is ignited to provide with a part
of the solution to address these issues in the rural area.
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CHAPTER 1 –
PROJECT SUMMARY
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The mission of the RVTC (Rural Vocational Training Sector) sector under the Service Wing
of our Organisation is to improve the standard of living of the rural people and equip them with
suitable skills in making their lives economically better and forward.

“FACETS OF PROJECT “YUVA YUVATHI UPAJEEVIKA”
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CHAPTER 2 –
OBJECTIVES
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Primary Objective:
 Empower women and youth from the rural region.

Secondary Objectives:
 To make the Mahilas confident enough to embrace the challenges of this
contemporary world.
 Proficient communicators of a Globally spoken Foreign Language (English).
 Enabling them to become financially independent by creating a livelihood.
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CHAPTER 3 –
SCOPE
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3.1 Within Scope (area, beneficiaries, timeline, others)
 The scope of this project is bound by both the physical and the non-physical measures
like the involvement of the human resources, financial budgeting for the project
implementation and technical support to drive this project into the completion mode.
 Since the project revolves around the service wing of “RVTC”, we have taken up the
facets of training the rural mahila youth to upgrade their Spoken English Skills and also
teach the rural women about the techniques to prepare handmade masks and biodegradable sanitary napkins.

3.2 Out of Scope (tasks not included in the Project Charter)
The facets of the project involving spoken English training for the youth needs minimum
time line of 6 months to induce confidence in themselves to prove their ability to the outer
world and the preparing of the RVTC products requires an extra time line of a month to get
the products sold and make the monetary benefit out of it.
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CHAPTER 4 –
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
(Of Team Members)
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Common roles and responsibilities pertaining to the project:
 The primary roles and responsibilities of the team members were in the collective
planning of the project, organizing and strategizing the methodology for the
project.
 In common, we took turns in preparing Fortnightly documentation and hosting the
Spoken English Classes.

Specific Individual roles and responsibilities pertaining to the project:
Team Member
Preyya Ramane

G B Sai
Mahalakshmi

Suvathika T

Roles & Responsibilities
Framed preliminary questions for Spoken English Class.
Created the feedback form (Google forms) for RVTC product feedback.
Framed Timetable for Spoken English Classes.
Created a video module for one of the RVTC products (Sanitary Pads).
Organising calls with Project Manager/SYC.
Created the GANTT Chart and other documentation works (i.e., Spoken English
Syllabus).
Supported in placing online orders of Raw materials, needed for RVTC products
manufacturing.
Contacting Retailers and placing order for Raw materials.
Had been main source of contact for Spoken English Volunteers and Spoken English
feedback group.
Involved in identifying and selecting the right target people (Rural people) into the
project.
Contacting various dealers and manufacturers for procuring the raw materials.
Supervised the RVTC products manufacturing process.
Involved in video recording of Preliminary and Post speech in Spoken English Class.
Had been main source of contact between feedback group and the Project Team.
Involved in collection of final RVTC products.
Took care of Labour charges & respective documentation works.
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CHAPTER 5 –
PROJECT FLOW
(Phase-Wise Details, Using Project
Checklist Pointers Provided Earlier)
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5.1 Phase 1: Conception & Initiation
 SPOKEN ENGLISH TRAINING SKILLS:
The main idea conceived in our minds regarding RVTC is to upgrade the
future living standard of the rural youth. Communication is the most
powerful and the mandatory skill and communicating in English is the niche
part to procure a decent job for survival. The initiation of this idea therefore
took structure and selected the right people targeting the rural youth to get
benefitted out of it.

 SHAPING THE RVTC PRODUCTS (TRIPLE PLY, DOUBLE
LAYERED MASKS & BIO-DEGRADABLE SANITARY PADS):
The idea behind shaping the RVTC products is make the rural women to be
empowered economically. There goes a famous saying in English “Give me
a fish, I’ll live a day; Teach me to catch a fish, I’ll live my entire life.
“That’s the exact idea and focus that took place for shaping of the RVTC
products. The project initiated with a strict haunt for women who are really
in need of help and wanted to make themselves economically independent.

5.2 Phase 2: Definition & Planning
 SPOKEN ENGLISH TRAINING SKILLS:
Defining and planning the structure was made easier, after the right people
had fitted into the place. The scope of this training included human
resources and the technical support to make it a holistic one. The training
of the youth was focused only in the sector of speaking .Planning was
initiated to conduct online classes (weekly 3 classes of two hours each)
through ZOOM APPLICATION supported by the sufficient Internet
connection to impart the speaking skills with the help of technical mentors
guiding them throughout in completing the syllabus. Reading/writing
skills were observed to be beyond the scope of the project because of the
lack of time and adherence to the deadlines of the project.
2020 @Copyright SSSSO All Rights Reserved
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 RVTC PRODUCTS:
•

Masks (due to the pandemic situation) and the sanitary pads (especially in
case of women) are mandatory products that will have its utilization
throughout one’s lifespan. The planning phase of shaping of the RVTC
products started after selective filtration of the target people.

•

The right standardized raw materials like cotton, cloth materials like
kalamkari, ikkat, non-oven, elastic threads and scrap paper etc., were
used properly after making the contact with the dealers through online and
the offline mode.

5.3 Phase 3: Launch/Execution
 SPOKEN ENGLISH TRAINING SKILLS:
The exact launch with the skills training commenced from first week of
September and had its final session till the last week of October. The
mentors who came forward to guide the rural youth (although the
experimental sample were only mahila youth) were loving and affectionate
enough to create a bond between the rural youth disabling the typical
classroom ambience of learning. The execution was simple and clean that it
had no distortions till the end. Performance of the trainees was evaluated at
the beginning and at the final stage.

 RVTC PRODUCTS:
The production of the RVTC products was started in the second week of
September once the raw materials had reached the target group for working
process. Before the actual onset of getting into the working mode, the rural
mahilas were educated on how to get along with the making process of the
RVTC products with the video teachings prepared by our own

project

mates. The rural women divided themselves into two teams in executing the
task of preparing the double layer, three folded facial masks and the biodegradable sanitary pads. The performance of the women was sky-scraping
as a result of which we landed into satisfactory results.
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5.4 Phase 4: Performance/Control
 SPOKEN ENGLISH TRAINING SKILLS:
Monitoring and enquiring the progress of the spoken English class was
tested by the periodical assessments which were kept once in fortnight to
track the betterment of the aspirants. Oral feedbacks were given to the
aspirants from the respective tutors for their improvement.

 RVTC PRODUCTS:
Tracking of the work for RVTC was held by visiting the rural mahilas in
person to know their exact area of the discomfort during their production
phase of the RVTC products and measuring their performance effectively
with the already done samples of the mask and sanitary pads.

5.5 Phase 5: Project Closure and evaluation
 SPOKEN ENGLISH TRAINING SKILLS:
The training sessions ended in the last week of October. Initial and the
periodical assessment were given to the aspirants to continuously check and
monitor their progress. The final evaluation was done, and the results
obtained by the aspirants proved their level of interest in gaining the
knowledge of the skills and they worked untiringly in making the best use
of this opportunity given. The technical mentors were the real backbones in
sculpting the young minds and had provided their relentless efforts to
achieve success in our first milestone.

 RVTC PRODUCTS:
The closure of the production of RVTC products went until the last week of
October. The samples of the facial masks and the sanitary products had the
outlook of good standard and the user eco-friendly mode. Feedback of the
respective products were also collected to evaluate the satisfactory levels of
the users.
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CHAPTER 6 –
RESOURCES AND TOOLS USED
(Finance, Manpower, Hardware,
Software, Technology, Etc.)
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SPOKEN ENGLISH TRAINING SKILLS:

S.NO
1
2
3
4
5

PARTICULARS
Manpower
Hardware
Software
(Application)
Internet
Financial cost

RESOURCES UTILISED
Around 10 rural mahila youth have taken continuous training
Computers, projectors, white screen
Zoom application was used to conduct online classes scheduled thrice
a week, two hours each.
Preferably Wi-Fi connection or mobile data to access online classes
No financial cost was involved

RVTC PRODUCTS:
S.NO

PARTICULARS

RESOURCES UTILISED
Around 20 rural women out of which 10 were employed for mask
production and 10 were involved for sanitary pads production
Cotton, Cloth materials (Kalamkari, ikkat), non-oven cloth, elastic
threads, canvas paper, double sided tape, iron boxes, scissors.

1.

Manpower

2.

Raw materials

3.

Software
(Video content)

Prior knowledge was given to the rural mahilas through video content

4.

Financial costs

Labour charges, Raw material costs, Shipping charges and tax charges
for raw materials. Cost details are given in the “Budget” sheet of WBSGANTT chart (Annexure 10.1)
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CHAPTER 7 –
PROJECT FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
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7.1 Recommendations implemented in the current project
The project implementation was started by the initial spark to bring about a change in the lives of
the rural people and to make their lives happier with a varied perspective towards themselves and
the outer world.

7.2 Recommendations parked for future implementation/scale-up
The beyond scope ideas like hand-made bags, cloth pouches, small purses and inculcating
embroidery work knowledge for the rural people will be marked up for the future
implementations and also knowing the exact needs and training that is required by the rural
people to enhance themselves and also to expand the same in diversified areas of rural region.
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CHAPTER 8 –
LESSONS LEARNT
(Success & Failure Stories)
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8.1 Collective learning (Project)
 SUCCESS STORIES:
•

The rural mahila youth had developed a deep inner urge to learn and get
trained in the reading and writing skills of English apart from the speaking
skills.

•

The rural women were contented with the ‘learning and the working
methodology of the production of the RVTC products, which made them
believe their own capability and sparked self-confidence internally to be
economically independent

 FAILURE STORIES:
•

The rural youth could have been provided with more motivation preventing
their absenteeism.

•

The production of the masks and the sanitary pads could have been done
with an extra amount of care and concentration to achieve the best quality.
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8.2 Individual learning (Self Transformation)
In general, three of us learned Teamwork and its importance.
Self-Transformation
(Learning/Experiences during the Project Lifecycle)
It ensured a good sense of taste to work in a team dynamically enabling me to understand the
nuances of Project Management.
Preyya
Prioritising the tasks and sticking to the deadlines helped me to manage my Time effectively.
Ramane
Trait of empathetic increased leading me to be more understandable other’s situations.
Developed patience and tolerance during the entire phase of project.
Learned to schedule/plan a task and work on it, in a step by step process.
Developed the speaking skills (where to rise the tone and where not to, how to bring the
feedback groups attention).
G B Sai
Mahalakshmi Gained knowledge on how to face a problem. And, its solving techniques/skills.
Displayed being assertive, to lead a task and volunteered to take up more responsibilities.
Got self-motivated and my creativity level improved, especially in RVTC.
Working with rural women, analyzing and exchanging ideas with each other transformed me
into a nonjudgmental egoless person.
Developed firm determination to complete the project whatever obstacles may come,
believed in self to complete the practical work within the deadlines, made me realize my
own potentiality.
Suvathika T Unity in thoughts and acceptance of teammate's suggestion, is the important key point learnt
to proceed and complete the project.
Analyzing and scheduling the upcoming processes made me into a composed person, helped
me to do the same in other aspects also.
Giving importance to people's thoughts and listening to them really converted me into a
grounded and loving person.
Name
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CHAPTER 9 –
REFERENCES
(Documents, Links, Etc.)
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YouTube links which helped in Project work:
o Sanitary Napkins – https://youtu.be/GWrZYd_KpPI
o Gantt-Chart

–

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8j6QqpYa0&feature=youtu.be&list=PL_n
WLkNDLz1S0lmIRt7TsJQzT0DCODXqn

Spoken English Syllabus:
Sri Sathya Sai Vidya Vahini (PYF Basic Lessons 1 - 30). The complete set of syllabuses
is attached in the zip document, under the folder “Spoken English Syllabus - Sri Sathya Sai
Vidya Vahini”.

PYF Basic Lesson
1.pdf
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CHAPTER 10 –
Annexure
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Annexure 10.1: Detailed Project plan
 WBC (Gantt Chart):
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1KGE7efxbbj3QFhYOItPrfCWeXUFZT
wQKTRr1Ed9VFDo/edit?usp=drivesdk
 Spoken English Timetable:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Vgd2dmH-jtOcDl5-gBmhIahIwNN0ft3aMFrw_UCLE8/edit?usp=drivesdk

Annexure 10.2: Project Tracking Formats Used
 Phase 1: Project Conception and Initiation: 14th Jul to 9th Aug 2020
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MtxSoECQZBL2GzqokguHUsG641wJgo2/view?usp=drivesdk
 15th to 31st Aug 2020
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WOg5w0YPqOAnIru1gNMojcwnBeaYJLBY/vie
w?usp=drivesdk
 1st to 15th Sep 2020
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WMwbFaXh2g6cXmhM72iOi9ZaE1mCa0Gg/vi
ew?usp=drivesdk
 Phase 2: Definition and planning: 1st to 31st Aug 2020
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pMSlbY4gI_yT6XUsxjQH17q9Mf1ibJgj/view?u
sp=drivesdk
 Phase 3: Project Launch and Execution: 1st to 30th Sep 2020
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y2vK72JLA70MWQZ7cR5Bo_93ZflLUTvU/vie
w?usp=drivesdk
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Annexure 10.3: Other (as needed by each project team!)
 RVTC products Photos
o Sanitary Pads – https://photos.app.goo.gl/xvLMmsxaKrMdt2th9
o Mask – https://photos.app.goo.gl/PAwsYwVffMup2Yhi9
 Video Module of Sanitary Pad making:
https://photos.app.goo.gl/GyFNypGxNhAVJTvi7
 Video result of Spoken English Training:
o Jyothika - https://photos.app.goo.gl/w89f8pCq132BqM2C9
o Maheswari - https://photos.app.goo.gl/rUtJPxsHJZ7qrbSo7
 Feedback result of RVTC product:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NUjSH7plNYKCZ2EM2FPccKo
ydepqJMKBsZMSssYkVjg/edit?usp=sharing
 Spoken English Syllabus – Modified syllabus of Sri Sathya Sai Vidya Vahini (PYF
Basic Lessons 1 - 30). All the lessons of syllabuses are attached in the zip
document, under the folder “Spoken English Syllabus Modified”.
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Date
02-Sep
05-Sep
06-Sep
09-Sep
12-Sep
13-Sep
16-Sep
19-Sep
20-Sep
23-Sep
26-Sep
27-Sep
30-Sep
03-Oct
04-Oct
07-Oct
10-Oct
11-Oct
14-Oct
17-Oct
18-Oct
21-Oct
24-Oct
25-Oct
28-Oct
31-Oct

Day
Wed
Sat
Sun
Wed
Sat
Sun
Wed
Sat
Sun
Wed
Sat
Sun
Wed
Sat
Sun
Wed
Sat
Sun
Wed
Sat
Sun
Wed
Sat
Sun
Wed
Sat

Lessons
Prelims
Lesson 1 & 2
Lesson 3 & 4
Lesson 5 & 6
Test
Lesson 7 & 8
Lesson 9 & 10
Lesson 11 & 12
Test
Lesson 13 & 14
Lesson 15 & 16
Lesson 17 & 18
Test
Lesson 19 & 20
Lesson 21 & 22
Lesson 23 & 24
Test
Lesson 25 & 26
Lesson 27 & 28
Lesson 29 & 30
Result
Training/ Practicse Session
Training/ Practicse Session
Training/ Practicse Session
Training/ Practicse Session
Training/ Practicse Session

Volunteers
Subhashree, Suvathika, Sai Mahalakshmi, Preyya
Nirupama
Divya
Subhashree
Nirupama
Divya
Subhashree
Nirupama
Divya
Subhashree
Nirupama
Divya
Subhashree
Nirupama
Divya
Subhashree
Nirupama
Divya
Subhashree
Nirupama
Divya, Nirupama, Subhashree
Suvathika, Sai Mahalakshmi, Preyya
Suvathika, Sai Mahalakshmi, Preyya
Suvathika, Sai Mahalakshmi, Preyya
Suvathika, Sai Mahalakshmi, Preyya
Suvathika, Sai Mahalakshmi, Preyya

Days
Wed
Sat
Sun

Volunteers
Subhashree
Nirupama
Divya

Timings
4 - 6pm
4 - 6pm
9 - 11am

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTU
Project Title

Yuva Yuvathi Upajeevika

Tue, 14/Jul/2020
Sat, 31/Oct/2020
Call/WhatsApp Update Frequency:Daily: Preyya, Suvathi, Sai Mahalakshmi
Weekly (Sunday): Saipriya
NLP Coordinator (Fortnightly): Rathi

Project Start
Planned Project Completetion

WBS No.
PHASE 1
Task 1.1
Task 1.1.1
Task 1.2
Task 1.3
Task 1.4
PHASE 2
Task 2.1
Task 2.2
Task 2.3
Task 2.4
Task 2.5
Task 2.6
PHASE 3
Task 3.1
Task 3.2
Task 3.3
Task 3.4
Task 3.1
Task 3.2
Task 3.3
PHASE 4
Task 4.1
Task 4.2
Task 4.3
PHASE 5
Task 5.1
Task 5.2
Task 5.3

TASK TITLE
Project Con
Requirement Gathering
Project Charter
Stakeholders
Workframe
Project Initiation
Project Def
Collect and Identify Feedback Group
Identify Volunteers (Spoken English)
Identify Raw Material Suppliers (RVTC Products)
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SSSNLP4ST Fortnightly Update – 01Aug2020 to 15Aug2020
Tasks for the fortnight

Accomplishments

• Contact RVTC co-ordinators & DPs of Chennai Metro region for
identifying Rural villages.
• Identification of feedback group (Spoken English & RVTC Products)
• Identification of Volunteers (For Spoken English Teaching & Technical
handles)
• Contact Raw material suppliers for RVTC products
• Module Preparation

• Identified Tiruvallur and Nagai District Rural villages.
• Identified feedback group for RVTC products
• Identified volunteers for Spoken English Teaching
• Module preparation is done for Spoken English Training

TAMIL NADU – Group 2
Yuva Yuvathi Upajeevika
Drawbacks

Support Required

• Contact details are not clear for Raw material
• Didn’t get feedback group for Spoken English yet
• Didn’t get module for RVTC products

• Need support for Budget estimation
• Need support for direct contact with Raw material suppliers

SSSNLP4ST Fortnightly Update- 1/9/20 to 15/9/20
Tasks for the fortnight :

Accomplishments :

• Classes will commence for the identified Spoken English Aspirants for weekly 3 days
(i.e)on Wednesday,Saturday & Sunday
• Manufacturing of the RVTC products include Bio-degradable sanitary pads and
washable periodical use face mask.
• Indulging Rural Mahilas for the processing of the above said RVTC products on a
weekly 3 day basis based on their work schedule
• Procurement and shipment of the raw materials to enable the continuity of their
process

• Respective groups for Spoken English and for fabricating RVTC products has been
identified and taken care of.
• Tutors for the spoken english class along with all the technical support is ready for the
classes to commence
• Video module for RVTC products has been circulated to the identified rural mahilas
group to educate them about the manufacturing of the products.

CMR Mahila NLP Team -2
Yuva Yuvathi Upajeevika

Challenges :

Support Required

• Procurement of the raw materials from the exact dealer
• Delay in the shipment of raw materials amidst COVID situation may hinder their
workflow.
• Specification of Budget Estimation.

• Identification of the exact dealer for the shipment of raw materials
• Guidelines to draw budget estimation for the project
• Motivational support to induce continuous confidence on successful completion of
our project

Phase 2 Definition & Planning
Aug 1st To Aug 31st

Project Title: YUVA YUVATHI UPAJEEVIKA
Aim: To enhance the current livelihood and empower the rural Youth and Mahilas by employing
their skills and using this current Pandemic as an opportunity to up skill and expand their
capabilities to refine their knowledge, in turn develop a self-confident and self-reliant rural
environment for this and the next generations.
The project focuses building on:
(i)
Youth- Proficient communicators of a Globally spoken Foreign Language- English
(ii)
Mahilas- Make them financially independent regardless of any economic environment
by producing VTC products

Name of the Project Director (State President): Mr. S R Chandrasekharan
Name of the organizing committee member from NLP: Ms. Rathipriya Venkat
Names of the Project Team Members:
Ms. Preyya Ramane, Ms. G.B. SaiMahalakshmi, Ms. Suvathika.T
Project Background:
(i)
Youth - to build confidence in becoming fluent in a globally spoken foreign languageEnglish. The support and training offered through this project to teach English as a
spoken language basing a strong curriculum, would aid their migration to other Cities,
States and Countries for Job Opportunities and Higher Studies where language wouldn’t
be the FIRST barrier and also help them connect with wider communities, not fear
communicating or learning in English Medium.
(ii)
Mahilas - to throw light on awareness and making available of good, economic friendly
and sustainable hygiene practices for the nation building Mahilas, whose resources limit
them more than implementing these habits. Identifying talent pool of already skilled
Mahilas and encouraging their creative hands. From being consumers to creators of
sanitary supplies, in supporting the communities during any economic environment as
an ongoing secured employment opportunity.
Objectives of the project:
1. To engage and employ the already gifted minds of Rural Youth and Mahilas, who
increasingly also are currently back in their native lands due to current Pandemic
situations.
2. To further instil entrepreneurial attitude and strengthen talent of current generation
and inspire future generations.
3. To help communities focus more on the solutions rather than constraints and unite
them under such uncertainties to display a force of strength.

1. Creation of a Detailed Project plan (Work Break down structure)
Have attached the GANTT chart along with the email
2. Creation of a Budget plan for the Possible costs to be incurred in the Project
Please find the Budget plan in the BUDGET sheet of the GANTT chart. As we didn’t manually go
and order the products (few were through online, third part contacts etc), we don’t know the exact
quality of the product. So initially, we ordered minimum quantity. BUDGET sheet only consists of
count & prices of raw material ordered during the initial stage of project execution. Based on the
quality & outcome of the final product, we would place the order with same retailer, or we may
change the retailer. Though we a get the perfect retailer, the requirement was change based on the
speed of productivity as well. So, we will be updating the sheet throughout the project. By the end
of September, we will be able to provide the approximate Budget estimation.
3. Clear responsibility mapping of who does what in the project
Please find the information in “TASK OWNER” column of GANTT chart.
4. Adherence to the Process for sending across regular updates about Project to responsible
people in State/NLP Team
Please find the “Call/WhatsApp Update Frequency “section in the GANTT chart.
To SYC – Weekly (Friday)
To NLP Team – Every 2 week (Fortnightly Update)

Phase 3 - Project Launch & Execution
Sep 1st To Sep 30th

Project Title: YUVA YUVATHI UPAJEEVIKA
Aim: To enhance the current livelihood and empower the rural Youth and Mahilas by employing
their skills and using this current Pandemic as an opportunity to up skill and expand their
capabilities to refine their knowledge, in turn develop a self-confident and self-reliant rural
environment for this and the next generations.
The project focuses building on:
(i)
Youth- Proficient communicators of a Globally spoken Foreign Language- English
(ii)
Mahilas- Make them financially independent regardless of any economic environment
by producing VTC products

Name of the Project Director (State President): Mr. S R Chandrasekharan
Name of the organizing committee member from NLP: Ms. Rathipriya Venkat
Names of the Project Team Members:
Ms. Preyya Ramane, Ms. G.B. SaiMahalakshmi, Ms. Suvathika.T
Project Background:
(i)
Youth - to build confidence in becoming fluent in a globally spoken foreign languageEnglish. The support and training offered through this project to teach English as a
spoken language basing a strong curriculum, would aid their migration to other Cities,
States and Countries for Job Opportunities and Higher Studies where language wouldn’t
be the FIRST barrier and also help them connect with wider communities, not fear
communicating or learning in English Medium.
(ii)
Mahilas - to throw light on awareness and making available of good, economic friendly
and sustainable hygiene practices for the nation building Mahilas, whose resources limit
them more than implementing these habits. Identifying talent pool of already skilled
Mahilas and encouraging their creative hands. From being consumers to creators of
sanitary supplies, in supporting the communities during any economic environment as
an ongoing secured employment opportunity.
Objectives of the project:
1. To engage and employ the already gifted minds of Rural Youth and Mahilas, who
increasingly also are currently back in their native lands due to current Pandemic
situations.
2. To further instil entrepreneurial attitude and strengthen talent of current generation
and inspire future generations.
3. To help communities focus more on the solutions rather than constraints and unite
them under such uncertainties to display a force of strength.

1. Creation of a Detailed Project plan (Work Break down structure)
Have attached the GANTT chart along with the email
2. Creation of a Budget plan for the Possible costs to be incurred in the Project
Have attached in second sheet (BUDGET) of GANTT chart. Budget estimation in GANTT chart,
only consist of raw material cost. And as this project duration is less and this pandemic made our
opportunities to explore more for good quality cheap retailers. As of now, we gave importance to
good quality of material irrespective of price. Initially, the RVTC products will be distributed within
the organisation. Based on the feedback, we will improvise and take it forward to market.
3. Clear responsibility mapping of who does what in the project
Please find the information in “TASK OWNER” column of GANTT chart.
4. Adherence to the Process for sending across regular updates about Project to responsible
people in State/NLP Team
Please find the “Call/WhatsApp Update Frequency “section in the GANTT chart.
To SYC – Weekly (Sunday)
To NLP Team – Every 2 week (Fortnightly Update)

Lesson 1
Conversation Practice
B : Good Morning. Where are you going?
A : I am going to buy some items for my family.
B : Who are all there in your family?
A : My family consists of my parents, two sisters and one brother.
B : That is a big family. It must be fun living and playing together.
A : Yes. But we also fight a lot. What about you?
B : I am a single child. I do not have siblings. I live with my parents and grandparents.
A : Your grandparents must be telling you lots of stories.
B : Yes. Also, my grandmother is a great cook. I enjoy her dishes.
A : That sounds amazing.
B : Please visit my home and meet my family.
A : Definitely. It was nice talking to you.
A: Yes, it was my pleasure too . Bye.
B : Bye.
Vocabulary
Sibling- brother or sister
1. How many members are there in your family?
2. Is your family small or large?
3. What is a small family called?
4. What is a large family called?
5. Whom do we approach when we need help?
Read Aloud
My Family
A family is a group of two, three or more persons, all related to one another, living
together in one home. There are two kinds of families. One is a nuclear family, in
which we can see a father, mother and children. This sort of family is common
especially in cities nowadays. In a joint family, there are grandparents, uncles, aunts,
cousins, nephews and nieces, all living together.
In cities, in a nuclear family, both father and mother go to the office, and the child
stays with the maidservant. As the parents are busy with their office life, they are
compelled to leave the child with a house help or in a crèche.
In a joint family, even if parents go to work, the grandparents take care of the children.
They teach them right conduct and good things about life and narrate value based
stories. Healthy family relationships help in promoting good habits, culture and
traditions in the children.
A healthy family plays a great role in moulding children and preparing them to
become good citizens useful for the community and the nation.
Post Reading
What are the kinds of families we see in towns?
What do you see in cities?
Which do you feel is better?

Lesson 2
Conversation Practice
1. Do you all eat vegetables?
2. Where do you buy the vegetables?
3. Are they fresh?
4. What do you call a vegetable seller? (Greengrocer or Vendor)
A greengrocer is a shopkeeper who sells fruits and vegetables.
Vendor- A vendor is someone who sells things.
5. Do you have a small weekly vegetable market in your area? (haat, bazaar,
santhe, santha, sandai as it is called in different parts of the country)
6. Describe what you can get there?
Read Aloud
Farm-Fresh Vegetables
Maramma lives in a small village. Every Saturday, she sells vegetables from her farm.
She would sell potatoes, tomatoes, onions, cucumber, beans and carrots. All the
villagers would buy vegetables from Maramma. Maramma loves to sell these
vegetables. She knows that eating them keeps people healthy. She tells the villagers
about the benefits of eating fresh vegetables. People know very little about the
importance of each vegetable. Vegetables give people energy and keep them fit.
She also likes to sell vegetables because it helps her earn and take care of her family.
Maramma is an honest woman and a very hard working farmer. People of the village
like the quality of the vegetables that come from Maramma’s farm.

SPOKEN ENGLISH CLASS
LESSON III & IV
RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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END OF EDUCATION IS CHARACTER

HOME
1.Where do you live?
2. Describe your house? What is it made of?
Ans: Wood, cement, metals, bricks, concrete, clay
3. Describe the different parts of your house.

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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CONVERSATION ABOUT “HOME”
Conversation between :

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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MY HOME
A tortoise was resting under a tree. A bird had built its nest on that tree. The tortoise
looked at the bird and said, “What a shabby home you have! It is made of broken
twigs, it has no roof, and looks crude. What is worse is that you had to build it
yourself. Look at my house, it is my shell. It is much better than your pathetic nest”.
The bird replied politely, “Yes, it is made of broken sticks and looks shabby indeed.
It is also open to the elements of nature. It is crude, but I built it, and I like it.”
“Oh it’s just like any other nest, but definitely not better than mine”, said the tortoise.
“You must be jealous of my shell, though.”
“On the contrary”, the bird replied. “My home has space for my family and friends.
However, your shell cannot accommodate anyone other than you. Maybe you have a
better house. But I have a better home”, said the bird happily.

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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GLOSSARY
 SHABBY – Bad Condition
 PATHETIC – Miserable / Tragic
 ELEMENTS OF NATURE – Air, Water, Fire, Earth, Space
 JEALOUS – Envious
 ACCOMMODATE – Fit in

1. What is the difference between a home and a house?
 House to refer to a building
 Home is any place where you are comfortable and

feel as if you can be yourself.

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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NEIGHBOURHOOD
 Who is a Neighbour?
 Person living nearby or next door.

 What is meant by Neighbourhood?
 Area of a town that surrounds someone's home, or the people who live in this area

 Who are your Neighbours?
 Name some of them.
 How do they help you?

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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GUESS WHO?
A person who is employed to
deliver or collect letters and
parcels.

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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OUR NEIGHBOURHOOD – THE FRIENDLY POSTMAN
Gopu is a postman, a public servant. He is very useful to society. He delivers mails,
money orders, invitations and parcels to us. He wears a khaki uniform. He carries a
bag across his shoulder. He keeps all the letters and parcels inside it.
He gets up very early in the morning. At first, he goes to the post-office. After
collecting letters from there he delivers those letters to us. He goes door to door and
delivers the mail. He brings happy news as well as sad news. Every day, he takes two
rounds in his area. Whether it rains or it is very hot, he does the work regularly and he
is very punctual. We wait for him eagerly every day. He brings news of our relatives
and friends. Whenever required, he reads the letters to the family as in many cases the
villagers are illiterate and look to the postman to read the letters and record their
responses, a task he takes upon himself cheerfully.
He is honest and hard working. We should be thankful to him for working so hard for us.
RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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Q&A
1.Who is a public servant?
Ans: A government official or employee.
2. Have you seen a postman in your area?
Ans: Yes / No
3. Letters used to be the only means of communication but now things have
changed. What are the other means by which we communicate now?

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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Does GOD Exist

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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TIME TO WRITE!!!
1.How many students are there in our class?
2. What did you eat for breakfast?
3. Did you have tea or coffee along with your breakfast?
4. What did you have for dinner last night?
5. After eating food, what should you drink?
6. Do you like to drink juice?
7. Which is better, coconut water or cola?
8. How much water should you drink in a day?

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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COUNTABLE & UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS
 What is meant by countable nouns?

Things we can count.
 What is meant by uncountable nouns?
Things that we cannot count with numbers

Guess !!!
 Water
 Flowers
 Milk
 Newspaper
 Eggs
 Lemon
 Air
 Light
 Book

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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HOW TO EXPRESS UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS
 Certain words or expressions are used to do so. They are:
 Some
 Lot of
 Much
 A bit of
 A great deal of

 Exact Measurement words:
 A cup of coffee
 1 kg of rice
 1 litre of petrol
 A handful of Vibhuthi
 A pinch of Salt
 A day of the week
RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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EXERCISE
POINTS TO REMEMBER:
If you want to ask about the quantity of an uncountable noun , you ask " How
much ?"
If you want to ask about the quantity of a countable noun , you ask " How many ?”

 Examples:
 Juice - Uncountable but Glass of juice – Countable
 Cake – Uncountable but Piece of cake - Countable
 Wool – Uncountable but Balls of wool - Countable

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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EXERCISE
Convert the following uncountable nouns to countable:

1. Tea
2. Sugar
3. Water
4. Jam
5. Toothpaste
6. Ice
7. Chocolate
8. Flour
RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION

1. A Cup of tea
2. Two spoons/ A bag of
sugar
3. 25 litres of water
4. A jar of Jam
5. A tube of toothpaste
6. A cube of Ice
7. A bar of Chocolate
8. A bag of flour
END OF EDUCATION IS CHARACTER
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EXERCISE
Fill in the blanks with a suitable noun.
1. A bowl of: -----2. A box of: -------3. A bottle of--------4. A cup/mug of------5. A packet of----------6. A glass of------------7. A can of---------------8. A slice of--------------RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION

1. Cereals
2. Crackers
3. Milk
4. Coffee
5. Chips
6. Juice
7. Oil
8. Pizza/Cheese/Bread
END OF EDUCATION IS CHARACTER
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EXERCISE
Fill in the blanks with much or many.
1. How -------------- potatoes are there in the sack?
2. How -------------- did you pay for the dress?
3. How ------------ students are there in your class?
4. How --------- days are there in a week?
5. How -------- salt should I add?

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION

1. Many
2. Much
3. Many
4. Many
5. Much
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CONJUNCTION
 What is common in all these objects?
 It’s useful for connecting things

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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CONJUNCTIONS
Connecting words, clauses or sentence.
 Examples:
 I like cooking
 I like eating
 I don’t like washing vessels.
 I like cooking and eating but don’t like washing vessels

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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TYPES OF CONJUNCTION
 Some of words that are used as conjunctions are:
AND, OR, BUT,WHEN, BECAUSE, SINCE,WHILE,IF.
Example:
 I want popcorn AND chocolates
 I want either popcorn OR chocolates.
 He succeeds BECAUSE he works hard.
 They went out WHILE it was raining.
 I will stay a little longer SINCE I arrived late.

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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EXERCISE
Use the words given below and fill in the sentences :
and, but, however, yet, or, although, though
1. Kapil ------- Sunil are good bowlers.
2. ----------- it is a Sunday I will attend office.
3. I may not be able to come --------I will try.
4. I don’t mind tea ---- coffee.
5. Idlis are good-----dosas are better.
6. A sweet is a sweet, -------- there is nothing in it.
7. I was late, ------ he waited for me.

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION

1. and
2. Although
3. however
4. or
5. but
6. though
7. yet

END OF EDUCATION IS CHARACTER
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EXERCISE
Complete the sentences with one of the words or phrases
Since, so, however, but, in case, although
1. __________ hard I tried, I still cannot understand the computer manual.
2. They took the paper with them __________ they needed to write the exam.
3. There have been many experiments in science -------------- the nineteen sixties.
4. The boxer was ---------- strong that he won easily.
5. ---------------- she has fever, she came to office today.
6. She wanted coffee -------------- I had no milk.

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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STORY TIME!!!

Why does the Elephant not flee?

RVTC SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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Lesson 5
Conversation Practice
Who is your favourite friend?
Do you have many friends?
Are you in touch with your childhood friends?
Who was your best friend in school?
What did you like about him/ her?
Read Aloud
A True Friend
One day an elephant was wandering in the forest. He was feeling so lonely and wanted
to have friends. He was so huge , so all the animals ran away from him. He saw a little
monkey and asked, “Will you be my friend, monkey?” “Oh. no, you are so big and you
cannot swing on the trees like me. Sorry, I cannot be your friend”, said the monkey.
The elephant felt very sad . Just then he came across a tiny rabbit and asked her if she
would be his friend. “You are so big ; I am so small . We cannot be friends. Go away
elephant”, she said.
Feeling tired and unhappy , the elephant walked along. He met a frog with large eyes
and asked if she could be her friend. The frog said “You are too big and heavy . You
cannot jump like me. I am sorry, but you cannot be my friend”.
Next, the elephant met a fox, and the clever fox also said the same thing, that he was
too big . The next day, the elephant saw all the animals in the forest running in fear.
The elephant was curious. He stopped a bear and asked what was happening and why
were all the animals running in fear. The black bear told him that a fierce tiger was
attacking all the animals in the forest.
The elephant wanted to save the other weak animals. Therefore, he went to the tiger
and said “Please tiger, leave my friends alone. Do not eat them”. The tiger became
angry and roared. “Go away, I am hungry and will eat what I want,” said the tiger.
The elephant became angry too and kicked the tiger. It fell with a thud and looked at
the mighty elephant with fear. The tiger took to his heels without looking back. All
the other animals watched in fear and shouted, ‘hurrah’ when the tiger ran away. “Size
does not matter, you are our friend”, “you are just the right size to be our friend,” they
said.
Post Reading
Vocabulary Practice
1. Wandering- moving aimlessly from one place to another
2. Lonely- without company, without friends
3. Fierce- very angry or aggressive
4. Mighty- powerful
5. Took to his heels- to run away quickly
The trainer can ask the teacher to make sentences using these words after giving
examples
I saw a man wandering in your area.
A forest is a lonely place.
The lion is a fierce animal.
On seeing the police, the thief took to his heels.

Lesson 6
Conversation Practice
A: What is your first name?
B: My first name is ----------------.
A: What is your surname or family name?
B: My surname is ----------------.
A: Which is your hometown?
B: ---------------------- is my hometown.
A: What is your mother tongue?
B: My mother tongue is ----------------.
A: Do you know to speak and write in English?
B: I am learning to speak and write in English
A: What do you do in your free time?
B: I like to ------------------------------ in my free time.
Read Aloud
The Water- Man
Bantoo lived in a village. He tried to teach the elders to save water for the future. He
became unhappy when the villagers wasted water. There was only one well in that
village. Bantoo explained that each family should take only five pots of water each day.
The villagers did not bother and wasted a lot of water. He warned them that the well
will soon become dry and there will be no water to drink. No one cared. Bantoo
became sad and left the village. Within a month, the village well became dry. The
people did not know what to do. They prayed in the temple. The priest broke
coconuts. Nothing happened. An old man asked the villagers to bring Bantoo back to
the village.
Bantoo came back and helped them dig a new well. He also cleaned the old well. Soon
it was time for the rainy season. The rains filled both the old and the new wells. The
villagers had learnt a lesson and they now used the water carefully. Bantoo showed the
people how to save water without wasting. He became the water man of the village.
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LISTEN!!!
BE YOURSELF
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CONVERSATION
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 How many times do we eat in a day?

We normally eat four times.
 What do you call these?
Breakfast, Lunch, Snacks and Dinner
 What do you usually have for breakfast?
Idli, vada, dosa, upma, pongal, poha, paratta, along with tea or coffee.
 What items do you have for Lunch and Dinner?
Dal, vegetable curry, rice, chappati, ragi, roti.
 Name 3 main spices used in meals?
Salt, red chili, turmeric Powder.
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THE GREEN BATTLE
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In the kitchen of the village chief, there were many vegetables and fruits. The cook was
always busy as he prepared tasty dishes to keep the household happy. He used a lot of
vegetables, fresh from the fields, to make tasty soups, colourful salads, yummy fries,
steamed veggies and spicy gravies.
There were a lot of fruits waiting for their turn to be served. The watermelons and
muskmelons, mangoes and apples, bananas and oranges came to the shelves according
to the season. Somehow the fruits were unhappy as they felt that only the vegetables
were given importance. They decided to ask the cook about it.
“Hey Mr Cook, look here”, said the fruits in one voice. The cook, busy cutting the carrots,
looked up in surprise as he heard the fruits speaking. “We have a problem and we want
you to clarify”, said the fruits. “What is it?”, asked the cook. “You seem to like the
vegetables more and not us, fruits. We feel sad”, cried the fruits.
“Oh ho, ha, ha”, laughed the cook. “Which eye is precious for me?”, asked the cook
“Both, of course, what a silly question”, replied the ripe, yellow banana. “So too dear
fruits, you are as precious as the vegetables, together you feed the family and make them
big and strong, now stop fighting and go back happy”, said the cook waving them away.
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SALADS
Dish consisting of a mixture of small pieces of food, usually vegetables or fruit.

SOUPS
Liquid dish, typically savoury and made by boiling meat, fish, or vegetables etc. in stock
or water.

RVTC SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATION
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GLOSSARY
FRIES
Food in hot oil, typically in a shallow pan.

GRAVIES
A sauce made by thickening and seasoning these juices.

YUMMY
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Completely
different.
Of a contrary
kind.
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EXERCISE

Complete the sentence with the opposite of the
underlined word:
1. Days are hot but nights are ----------2. Was the exam easy or ----------------3. The dog is fat but the cat is --------------4. The movie is interesting but the book is -------------------5. Keep the room neat and not ---------------.
6. The poem is long but the story is -------------.
7. The tortoise is slow while the rabbit runs ------------.
8. The house is small but the kitchen is -------------.
9. I don’t like films with a sad ending. I usually watch films with a ----------- ending.
10. Is this the old town? I always visit the -------------- town.
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Replace the underlined words with its opposite :
1. The road is wide and it is easy for vehicles to pass.
2. My house is above yours.
3. The pebbles are smooth .
4. Close the jar after you take the cookies.
5. Is your glass empty?
6. My friend got very high marks.
7. My book is at the top of my shelf.
8. Go in quickly.
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NEVER WANT TO WORK
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BIRBAL, THE WISE
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Once upon a time, there was a farmer named Ramu. Ramu bought a well from his
neighbour Santosh. Ramu wanted to use the water for farming. Santosh was a
cunning fellow. He did not allow Ramu to take water from the well. When Ramu
wanted to know the reason, Santosh said, “I sold you the well, not the water.” Poor
Ramu did not know what to do. He decided to meet Birbal. Birbal was a clever man
and would always help the poor and the needy. He was one of the chief courtiers of
Emperor Akbar. Ramu and Santosh were called to the court. The emperor asked
Santosh why he was not giving water to Ramu as he was the new owner of the
well. Santosh gave the same old answer. “I sold the well, not the water. He cannot
take any water". Birbal told Santosh," all right, I got your point. If you say you only
sold the well and not the water, then you have no right to keep your water in
Ramu's well. Take out all the water and give him the empty well.” Santosh learnt his
lesson. He knew he was beaten at his own game by the clever courtier, Birbal. He
asked the King to forgive him. He left the court in shame. He never cheated anyone
again.
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Write the correct form of the noun in the blank space.

1. The ------------------------(child) are playing in the garden.
2. The -------------------------(woman) are making colourful kites.
3. The new shoes hurt my ------------(foot).
4. Brush your ----------------(tooth) thrice every day.
5. He put the -------------------(knife) on the shelf.
6. ---------------------(Baby) love to play in water.
7. Put the -------------------(luggage) in the car.
8. He has two ----------------(son-in-law).
9. The bear’s body is full of --------------------(hair).
10. The postman delivered two ------------(box).
EDUCATION IS FOR LIFE, NOT FOR MERE LIVING
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EXERCISE

Underline the singular nouns in the passage and write their plural form:
Diwali is a festival of joy. My neighbour gives me a box of sweet. The building
is decorated with colourful light. There is a lamp outside the house. Every
child, girl and boy, man and woman wear a new dress. The city looks
beautiful. We have a holiday for the festival. There is a fair near my house.
The balloon-seller and the candy-vendor come there.
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CONVERSATION
 Where do you study?
I study in a ___________ school
Where is your school?

My school is in -------------------.
 How far is your school from your house?

My school is -----------------.
 How much time does it take to reach your school
 It takes half an hour to reach my school.
 How do you go to your school?
 I go by bus/ cycle / by walk
 Do you have school on Saturdays?
 Yes/ No
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Lesson 9
• Conversation practice
• The crystal ball story
• Singular and plural
• Possessive nouns

Conversation practice

• What is your mother’s name?
Ans : My mother’s name is _________.
• What is your father’s name?
Ans : My father’s name is ________.
• What is your headmaster’s/ headmistress’s name?
Ans : My headmaster’s/ headmistress’s name is __________.
• What is your brother’s/sister’s name?
Ans : My brother’s/sister’s name is _________.
• Is this your book?
Ans : No, this is my teacher’s book.
• Where is your grandmother’s house?
Ans : My grandmother’s house is in ___________.

The Crystal Ball
Story

One day Nasir was playing in his garden. Nasir’s garden had many
beautiful trees.

Nasir found a ball near the huge, banyan tree.
The ball was made of crystal and as he turned it in his hand he realised
it was a wish fulfilling crystal ball about which he had read in his books.

He kept it carefully inside his bag. He did
not like to make any wish without thinking.

Nasir’s friend found out about
the ball and stole it from him. He
showed it to everyone in the
village.

The greedy villagers asked for
money and gold. They fought
among themselves as they did
not want to share the gifts.
They went to Nasir and asked
for his help.

Nasir felt sad and he quickly
realised that he had to do
something fast to restore peace in
the village.

He took the crystal ball and
wished that everything should
become as it was before. He also
asked the crystal ball to
disappear.

Everything vanished and the
villagers realized what Nasir
had done. There was peace
and the villagers understood
that such shortcuts only lead
to loss of peace and harmony.

Crystal Gemstone
Restore –
Bring back
Vanish –
Disappear

Singular and plural

Adding an “s” to many singular nouns makes them plural

Few more examples

Possessive Nouns
By adding an apostrophe and an “s” to the end of a singular noun, a
possessive noun is formed.

1. This is my ------------- house. (friend’s/ friends)
Ans : friend’s
2. The ---------- (boys/ boy’s) marks are very low.
Ans : boy’s
3. The ------------ (cooks/cook’s) son is an athlete.
Ans : cook’s
4. The --------- (town/town’s) Mayor was present on the occasion.
Ans : town’s
5. ---------------(Jyothis/ Jyothi’s) call came at the right time.
Ans : Jyothi’s

Right or wrong?
1. Reshma’s assignment was on the solar system.
Ans : Correct
2. The girls ankle broke as she fell from the cycle.
Ans : Wrong. Girl’s
3. I cheered the team’s performance.
Ans : Correct
4. The flowers look colourful.
Ans : Correct
5. What do you think of the captains choice?
Ans: Wrong. Captain’s

Make it a Possessive noun
1. The ---------------(teeth) enamel was gone.
Ans : Teeth’s
2. The --------------(shelf) angle does not look straight.
Ans : Shelf’s
3. The ------------(lady) dress was bright.
Ans : Lady’s
4. The ------------(washbasin) tap is leaking.
Ans : Washbasin’s
5. The ------------(dog) collar is new.
Ans : Dog’s

Listen to Uncle Lion’s Tales
Season 1- Part – 09. Never Stop.
http://media.radiosai.org/journals/Archives/darshan-video/uncle-lionstales.htm#season-1

Lesson 10
• Conversation practice
• Festivals
• Vocabulary practice

Conversation practice

What are the main seasons?
Summer, winter, autumn and
spring are the four main
seasons.

Which are the festivals you
celebrate during winter?
Christmas and New Year.

When is winter?
Winter is from November
to February.

When does it rain?
It rains after summer
in some places.

When does summer begin
and end?
Summer begins in May
and ends in August.

What is the festival you celebrate during Spring?
We celebrate Holi in Spring.

Which is the season that
comes after winter?
Spring comes after winter.

How is the weather
during the Spring
season?
The weather is pleasant
during Spring.

What happens
during Autumn?
The trees dry up
and leaves fall.

Which is your favourite season?
Winter is my favourite season? In India, every
place has a distinct season. Describe the seasons
in your town.

Festivals
Festivals India is a land of festivals. Hindus, Muslims,
Christians, Buddhists, Jains, Sikhs, and Parsis have their own
festivals and they celebrate them with their families and
friends.
Every season has its share of festivals. The New Year,
Sankranthi, Holi, Dassera, Diwali, Christmas, Bakrid, Mahavir
Jayanti and Buddha Poornima are some of the popular
festivals along with the New Year celebrations of various
states.

Festivals help us understand our unique culture and brings people
together in a spirit of peace and harmony. Apart from the religious
festivals, we have cultural festivals and the National festivals. Republic
Day and Independence Day foster our sense of duty and patriotism as
responsible citizens.
Describe a major festival in your home or town.

Pair of words
1. cat cut : cat is a pet animal. Cut it with a knife
2. ankle uncle : I have ankle sprain. My uncle is a Police officer.
3. match much : the match will start in a minute. This is much needed.
4. work walk : work is worship. Walk down the lane.
5. bird bored : birds have feathers. I am bored of this game.
6. fur for : this dress is made of fur. Love for god.
7. shirt short : this shirt fits you. I have a short hair.
8. ship sip : ship sails in the sea. Have a sip of coffee.
9. she sea : She is very beautiful. Ship sails in the sea.

10. sure sore : I am sure of it. I have a sore throat
11. shoot suit : shoot your questions. This dress suits you.
12. shy sigh : don’t feel shy. She sighed with disappointment.
13. tin thin : a tin is a metal. There is a thin layer of cheese.
14. true through : what you said was true. Go through the tunnel.
15. tree three : Trees gives us shade. I want three papers.
16. taught thought : he taught me how to sing. I thought about you.
17. boat both : row a boat. We both are selected.
18. ship sheep : ship is water transport. Sheep gives us wool.

19. it eat : it is my pleasure. Eat slowly.
20. hit heat : hit the mosquito. Heat the pan.
21. bin bean : throw it into the bin. Black bean has a sauce.
22. live leave : live your life. Leave immediately!
23. hat hate : I like straw hat. I hate to lie.
24. mad made : don’t be mad at me. You made my day.
25. lack lake : you lack concentration. It’s a beautiful lake.
26. back bake : you have my back. I can bake a cake.
27. cap cape : this pen has a cap. Cape is a high land from a sea.

28. sip zip : have a sip of tea. Can you zip my dress?
29. sue zoo : I will sue the company. Zoo animals are wonder to watch.
30. place plays : this place is nice. Kids normally plays in the park.
31. rice rise : I eat rice. I got a salary rise this year.
32. ice eyes : Ice is very cold. Close your eyes and sleep.
33. sum some : can you sum this up? Can I have some water?
34. think thing : think of a place to stay. These are few things of yours.
35. sank sang : the boat sank in the water. I sang the song before.
36. bank bang : deposit the money in bank. Don’t bang your head.

37. pin bin : don you have a safety pin? Throw the waste in the bin.
38. pest best : pests destroys the crop. All the very best for your exam.
39. pig big : pigs are farm animal. Elephant is so big and huge.
40. pit bit : close the pit with mud. Stitch with a bit of cloth.
41. poured bored : water is poured into the pot. I am bored of this.
42. bat bet : bat lives in caves. I bet you with Rs.100.
43. dad dead : I love my dad. There is a dead rat on the street.
44. sad said : why are you sad? She said she would come.
45. tan ten : sun light tans the skin. There are ten hens.
46. farm form : old McDonald had a farm. This is our form of worship.

47. barn born : take the yield from the barn. I was born on Sunday.
48. shoes choose : wear your shoes. Choose it wisely.
49. sheep cheap : sheep says Baa Baa. It’s a cheap market.
50. wash watch : wash your hands. Watch your words.
51. mash match : mash the potato. The match is a draw.
52. cash catch : pay by cash. Catch the ball.
53. doze those : I can doze off in any class. Those are my cloths.
54. day they : Have a great day! They are made for each other.
55. den then : it is a lion’s den. She is the same, then and now.
56. dough though : prepare the dough. Though there was rain the boy
went to school.

57. west vest : west is a direction. Wear a vest.
58. wet vet : dry the wet hair. Take the dog to a vet.
59. poor four : I have poor memory. Give me four pens.
60. pair fair : pair the device. Take a fair judgement.
61. pine fine : I like pine trees. Are you fine?
62. pill peel : take a pill if you are sick. Peel off the outer layer.
63. please fleas : can I Please? I am afraid of fleas.

Listen to Uncle Lion’s Tales
Season 1- Part – 10. The Bread of Happiness
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Lesson 11

Speak Well
1. What is the name of your school?
2. When was it established?
3. What is the strength of your school?
4. How many boys and girls are studying in your school?
5. When did you join this school?
6. What were you doing before you joined the school?
7. How do you come to school?
8. What are your school timings?
9. Anything else you want to add about the school
Encourage the teacher to reply in full sentences. This will serve as a good conversation
practice.
Read Aloud
The Foolish Donkey
Once there was a salt seller. He used to place the salt bag on his donkey and go to the
market every day. On the way they had to cross a river. One day the donkey suddenly
fell down in the river and lo! The salt bag also fell into the water. The salt dissolved in
the water and hence the bag became light to carry. The donkey was very happy.
Then the donkey began to play the same trick every day. The salt seller came to
understand the trick and decided to teach a lesson to the donkey. The next day he
loaded a cotton bag on the donkey. The donkey played the same trick hoping that the
cotton bag would become lighter.
But the wet cotton became very heavy to carry. The donkey realised that he cannot
fool his master any longer. It learnt a lesson. It did not play the trick after that day
and the salt seller was happy.
Post Reading
Vocabulary Practice
dissolve- become a solution
to teach someone a lesson- punish someone for something that they have done so that
they do not do it again.
Make use of the words in sentences of your own.
Write Right
Trainer can ask the teacher to pick out at least 5 action words from the passage.
A . Please write simple action words in your notebook and call them out one by
one .
B . Make simple sentences using the words you have written
Begin the sentence with the following words
I -------We ------Rama------Sita--------Rahim-----Paul--------

The teacher--------The doctor-------Note to the Trainer: Please ensure that the teacher uses only the simple form of the
verb. We are not introducing tenses as yet in this class. We are aiming to familiarize
the teachers only with action words.

Lesson 12
Speak Well
Conversation Practice
Conversation between a Student and a Receptionist at the school desk
Student: Good morning Madam.
Receptionist: Good morning. How can I help you?
Student: I want to join this school in the Sixth Standard. Can I get admission?
Receptionist: Where did you study last year?
Student: I studied in Hyderabad.
Receptionist: Why do you want admission here?
Student: My father has been transferred to Mangaluru.
Receptionist: What is your father?
Student: He is a Bank Officer.
Receptionist: Where is he?
Student: He is seated outside. Shall I call him?
Receptionist: Fill in this application form and come in the afternoon.
Student: Thank you madam.
Trainer can practice a model conversation at a ticket counter.
Read Aloud
The Golden Touch
Long time ago, there lived a rich man. He had everything he could wish for, yet he was
not satisfied. He was greedy and wanted more and more. “How I wish I had never
ending
riches, gold and property”, he would sigh unhappily. One day he met a fairy. As luck
would have it, she was the wish-fulfilling fairy. Alas, her silken strand of hair was
caught
in a branch of a tree and she could not free herself. The rich man helped her and she
was
freed. Wanting to thank him, she asked him to make a wish.
The rich man was waiting for just such a chance. ’All that I touch should turn to gold,
that’s my wish” he cried. “So be it’’, said the fairy and disappeared. He wanted to test if
this was really true. He touched the stones and the pebbles. He touched the trees and
the
flowers. They all turned into gold. “I am the happiest man on earth”, he cried. He came
home and his little daughter ran to meet him. He bent down to lift her and lo and
behold,
she turned into a golden statue. No amount of crying helped. He ran to the place
where
he met the fairy and luckily she was there. He pleaded with her to take back the wish.
He
realized his mistake and had learnt his lesson. His wish was granted and his little
daughter came back to life.
Vocabulary Practice
Satisfied- happy, content
As luck would have it- purely by chance
Strand- fibre, thread

Lo and behold- an expression when you tell someone about something surprising that
happened
Write Right
Use the above words/phrases to make sentences of your own.
Antonym- a word opposite in meaning to another
A. Complete the sentence by choosing the correct antonym in the bracket to
match the underlined words
1. The cat goes in and comes -------------- (under/ out) through the hole in the wall.
2. Up and -------------- (down/ behind) the hill we went.
3. Men may come and men may --------- (stay, go) but I go on forever.
4. Reading is difficult but listening is ----------- (simple/ easy).
5. We like to sleep early and get up ---------------- (quickly/ late) in winter.
6. The baby is --------- (small/ young) but grandmother is old .
7. Give me your bag and -------------- (take/bring) my purse.
B. Unscramble the correct word which is opposite to the given word
1. before – TFARE
2. Win- SOLE
3. Push- LULP
4. All- OENN
5. Thin- TFA
C. Underline and make bold 2 words in the set that are a pair of opposites
1. begin end late never
2. care danger long safe
3. here some there fast
4. join tree glue separate
6. bike land sea mug

Lesson 13

• Conversation practice
• The Helpful Elephant story
• Vocabulary Practice
• Synonyms

Conversation practice

The harvest festival known as Lohri, Sankaranti, Pongal is celebrated in
many states of India. Initiate a conversation with the teacher on this
festival.
1. Do you celebrate the harvest festival in your state?
2. What is it called?
3. Do you have holidays for celebrating the festival?
4. How do you celebrate this festival?
5. Describe in a few sentences the various customs and practices
associated with the festival.

The Helpful
Elephant

In the forest, there were many animals. They
all lived in different parts of the forest.

Some were wild and
chased the other smaller
animals for their food. A
tiger lived there. He was
very clever and was
proud of his strength. He
made fun of the other
animals. No one went
near him.

He teased the tiny
bumblebee and the mighty
elephant which moved slowly
swaying side to side.

One day, there was a landslide.

All the animals hurried to the big
cave to protect themselves.

Thud, thud!!! Down came
a huge rock which sealed
the entrance of the cave.
They all tried their might
to push the huge boulder
and open the entrance.
Alas, it was too heavy for
them.

The tiger tried his hand
and came back
disappointed. It was too
heavy for him and he
could not push it.

The animals became frightened.

Suddenly the tiny bumblebee
spotted a small gap between the
rock and the entrance. “Wait for
me friends, I shall bring help”, he
cried and flew away. He went in
search of the gentle giant, the
friendly elephant.

He came there with his
friends and together they
pushed the huge boulder
away. The animals ran out
thanking the elephant. The
tiger was ashamed and
vowed never to trouble the
animals again.

Vocabulary
Practice

• Chase- run after
• Sway-move to and fro
• Landslide- rockfall due to rain or bad
weather
• Thud- sound of something falling down
• Boulder- stone
• Vowed- promised

Synonyms

1. When you reply to someone, you ____________ them. [hurt, answer]
Ans. answer
2. At a birthday, you can bring a present or a ____________. [test, gift]
Ans. gift
3. You can take a taxi or a ___________ into the city. [cab, boat]
Ans. cab
4. When you look at something you ____________ it. [touch, see]
Ans. see
5. If the answer is false, it is ____________. [correct, untrue]
Ans. untrue

rich, polite, vacant, safe, loyal

Choose a
synonym
from the
words given
below

1. The guards made sure the plane was secure.
Ans. safe
2. It is good to be courteous to others.
Ans. polite
3. The plot next to my house is empty.
Ans. vacant
4. The dog is a faithful animal.
Ans. loyal
5. He is a wealthy man.
Ans. rich

Find the
correct
synonym

1. street (road, path) --------------Ans. road
2. infant (boy, baby) --------------Ans. baby
3. woman (lady, girl) --------------Ans. lady
4. speak (hear, tell) ----------------Ans. tell
5. ill (sick, funny)--------------------Ans. sick

Match the following
1. Rock
2. Hard
3. Frightened
4. Near
5. Under

afraid
close
stone
below
difficult

Follow the link
Season 1- Part – 13 The Sea Horse
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Lesson 14

•
•
•
•
•
•

Conversation practice
Who is a true friend? Story
Vocabulary practice
Verbs
Have or Has
Simple present tense

Conversation Practice

1. Do you have many friends?
Ans. Yes, I have many friends
2. Who is your close friend?
Ans. My close friend is __________.
3. Do you remember your school friends?
Ans. Yes, I remember my school friends.
4. Speak a few sentences about friendship or My
good friend.

Who is a true
friend?

Once upon a time, there were
two friends, Ramu and Somu.
They were close friends.

They had to go to a nearby
city. They started on their
journey.

On the way, they had to enter a thick forest.
The forest was dark with many tall trees and
the two friends were quite frightened.

They walked holding each other’s
hands. Suddenly there was a loud
noise. It sounded like the growl of
some wild animal.

Somu was bold. He ran fast and climbed the nearest tree. He
climbed onto the uppermost branch and covered his body with
the leaves of the tree.

But Ramu was not able to
climb. He did not find any
place to hide. So he lay
down on the ground. He
acted like a dead man.

A bear came near Ramu. It smelt him for some
time. The bear thought that Ramu was dead.

A bear does not eat anything that is dead. So it
went away.

After some time,
Somu climbed
down the tree. He
asked Ramu, “What
did the bear tell
you?” Ramu said
“The bear said that
I should not be
with a friend who
leaves me alone in
danger”.

Ramu left Somu alone and walked ahead.
Somu was not his true friend.

• go
• start

Vocabulary
Practice

• enter
• walk
• run
• climb
• lay
• eat
• tell
• say

Verb

These are known as action words or verbs. The
simple present tense describes an action that is
done every day or that which occurs regularly

Fill in the
blanks with
suitable action
words

drinks, fly, play, swim, fall, cry, comes, rises,
flies, drink
1. I ----- tea every morning.
Ans. drink
2. The sun ----- in the east.
Ans. rises
3. Here ------- the bus.
Ans. comes
4. The cat ------ the milk.
Ans. drinks
5. Birds -----.
Ans. fly

play, swim, fall, cry, flies
6. The aeroplane ------ to Mumbai.
Ans. flies
7. Children ------ in the park.
Ans. play
8. Babies ------ loudly.
Ans. cry
9. We ------ every evening.
Ans. swim
10. Leaves----- in the autumn.
Ans. fall

Have and has
usage

Have is used with the pronouns
I, you, we and they
Has is used with
He, she and it

Choose
‘have’ or
‘has’ to fill in
the blanks
suitably

1.

I ------ a pen.

Ans. have
2. Veena ------ many books.
Ans. have
3. She ----- a book.
Ans. has
4. They ----- a boat.
Ans. have

5. Sharad ------ a shop.
Ans. has
6. We ------ a bag.
Ans. have
7. He ----- a bag.
Ans. has
8. The old man ----- a file
Ans. has

Describe your routine at home
Describe your routine at school

Follow the link
Season 1- Part – 14 –The Wise way to Solve a Problem.
http://media.radiosai.org/journals/Archives/darshan-video/uncle-lions-tales.htm#season-1

Lesson 15

Read Aloud
In the Playground
Rita and her friend Sita are playing at the playground. They decide to take turns on the
swing. Rita counts up to 100 while Sita is on the swing.
Rita says, “Sita, it is my turn now. Please get off the swing.” Sita refuses and says, “you
count too fast, it is still my turn.”
Rita is sad and upset. She does not want to complain to her teacher. She decides to tell
Sita how she feels. “Sita, I feel sad because we are supposed to take turns after
counting 100. Please keep your word.”
Sita thinks for a minute and gets off the swing. Rita is happy.
Vocabulary Practice
Keep your word- Keep your promise.
We must keep our word at all times.
Speak Well
Conversation Practice
1. Who are the characters in this story?
2. Where does the story take place?
3. What is the problem?
4. How does Rita solve the problem?
5. Can you think of a problem you had with your friend any time?
6. How did you solve it?
Write Right
A. Spot the verbs and underline them
Animals live in many places – in water, grass, and trees. Some hop, some jump, some
climb, while others run with ease. Animals can swim in lakes or fly high in the sky.
Smaller ones crawl in the rocks for a shady place to lie. Whales dive deep to look for
food in an ocean or a sea. And bees buzz among the flowers, gathering nectar happily.
If I could be an animal – perhaps a deer or bear, I would live wild in the woods and run
from here to there.

Lesson 16

Speak Well
Conversation Practice
A: Can you please give me a reservation form?
B: Please go to the last counter. You will see the forms kept outside the counter.
A: Do I have to fill the form even if I want a group reservation.
B: Yes, you will have to fill the form for all kinds of reservation.
A: Thank you
B: You are welcome.
1. Where does the conversation take place?
2. Describe a journey you undertook recently. What mode of transport did you take?
3. Describe the nature of the journey and the reason for going on the trip.
Read Aloud
The Honest Woodcutter
One day a wood cutter was crossing a river and his axe fell into it. The poor
woodcutter
did not know what to do as it was the sole means of his livelihood. He searched for it
in
the water. But he could not find it. He burst into tears. Hearing his sobs, an angel
appeared before him. She dived into the river and came up carrying a golden axe. The
woodcutter did not accept it. He said that he was a poor man and that his axe was
made
of iron.
The Angel disappeared and soon returned with a silver axe. The wood cutter again
denied
that it was his axe. The Angel plunged into the river again. She re-appeared carrying
the
axe of the woodcutter. The poor man thanked the Angel with great joy.
The Angel was impressed by the man's honesty. She gave him the golden and the
silver
axes as a reward for his honesty.
Vocabulary Practice
1. Sole-only
2. Livelihood- employment, occupation
Write Right
1. Use the above words in sentences of your own.
In the last few classes we learnt about the simple present tense. Present tense indicates
the current moment.
This lesson is about the past tense. Past tense tells us of an action that took place
before
the current moment. That is, the action is completed.
2. Narrate your routine in the simple past tense.
Eg
I got up at 6 am

I brushed my teeth and finished my morning routine.
I had milk/ tea/ coffee/ porridge
I had bath.
I prayed after bath.
I walked to school
3. Republic Day was celebrated on 26 January. Using the past tense, describe in a few
sentences what you did on this day.
For your reference
1. Awake- awoke
2. Bear- bore
3. Become- became
4. Bend- bent
5. Begin- began
6. Bite- bit
7. Bleed- bled
8. Break- broke
9. Bring- brought
10. Build- built
11. Buy-bought
12. Catch-caught
13. Choose-chose
14. Come-came
15. Cut-cut ( some words do not change both present and past remain same )
16. Beat- beat ( some words do not change both present and past remain same)
17. Do- did
18. Draw-drew
19. Drink-drank
20. Drive-drove
21. Eat-ate
22. Fall- fell
23. Feed- fed
24. Feel- felt
25. Fight-fought
26. Find-found
27. Fly- flew
28. Forget-forgot
29. Forgive- forgave
30. Get-got
31. Give-gave
32. Go-went
33. Grow-grew
34. Have-had
35. Hear-heard
36. Hide- hid
37. Hit-hit ( some words do not change both present and past remain same)
38. Hold- held
39. Keep- kept

40. Know- knew
41. Lead- led
42. Lay- laid
43. Learn-learnt/learned (both are correct)
44. Leave-left
45. Lend-lent
46. Let-let ( some words do not change both present and past remain same)
47. Light-lit/ lighted (both are correct)
48. Make- made
49. Mean-meant
50. Meet-met
51. Pay-paid
52. Put-put ( some words do not change both present and past remain same)
53. Read-read (some words do not change both present and past remain same)
54. Ride-rode
55. Ring-rang

LESSON 17 & 18

1

EDUCATION MUST AWARD SELF-CONFIDENCE,
THE COURAGE TO DEPEND ON ONE’S OWN STRENGTH

FREE TIME (OR) HOBBIES

1.Do you get a lot of free time?
2. What do you do during your
free time?
3. What do you mean by hobby?
4. What is your hobby?
2

DREAM!!!

3

THE DAYDREAMING MILKMAID
Radha, the milkmaid had just finished milking her cow and she had two full pails of fresh
creamy milk. She carried the pails, one on her head and the other in her hand and set off
to the market to sell the milk. This was her daily routine.
Radha liked to dream about her future. Along the way she started to think of all the milk
in her pails and the money she would get for them. ‘Once I get the money, I’ll buy a farm
and buy some hens. The hens will lay eggs and I can sell them, she thought. I can even
buy a house and live there with all the money that I make. Neighbours will envy my
success and ask me to sell the farm. But I will nod my head and say “no, no”.
Radha tossed her head and alas all the milk spilled to the ground. What an end to her
dream!
4
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DAIRY FARM
Is there a dairy farm near your house?

Where do you buy milk and other dairy products in your town?
Name some dairy products.

5

DREAM /AMBITION

AMBITION ---

I WANT TO BECOME A
POLICE OFFICER

6
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EDUCATION MUST AWARD SELF-CONFIDENCE,
THE COURAGE TO DEPEND ON ONE’S OWN STRENGTH

FUTURE TENSE

TENSES ---• PAST TENSE
• PRESENT TENSE

•FUTURE TENSE
(WILL, GOING TO,
SHALL)
It will rain tomorrow.
I am going to Puttaparthi next month.
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EDUCATION MUST AWARD SELF-CONFIDENCE,
THE COURAGE TO DEPEND ON ONE’S OWN STRENGTH

7

FUTURE TENSE - EXAMPLES

Scheduled events going to take place
1. The class will begin at 8 o'clock.
2. When will the train leave?

It is also used for giving a promise
1. I will help you with your homework after class
2. The teachers says she will clear my doubts
3. I will make you a sandwich.

It is also used to describe events that are going to take place in
future
1. I shall go to Mumbai for the summer holidays.
2. I shall start the new exercise from Monday.

8

EXERCISE 1

9

LISTEN CAREFULLY!!!

Share With Others

10

GOODNESS BRINGS OUT GOODNESS
In a forest, there lived many rats. A huge tree in the forest was their home. One day a
herd of elephants came there in search of water. They did not notice the rats and walked
beneath the tree. Many rats were crushed under the feet of the elephants. This became a
routine affair.
The King of the Rats went to the King of the Elephants. He requested the elephants to
take an alternate path to go to the river. Taking pity on the rats, the Elephant Chief
agreed. The lives of the rats were saved.
One day, a group of hunters came to the forest. They trapped a few elephants in their
huge nets. The Elephant Chief remembered the King of the Rats. He was sure his little
friends could help them. He sent one of the elephants to the Rat King for help.
The King heard about the trapped elephants. He reached the place with the other rats. All
the rats cut open the nets with their sharp teeth. The trapped elephants escaped from the
hunters. The Elephant Chief thanked the Rat King. They became best friends forever.

11

COLLECTION OF ANIMALS

HERD OF
ELEPHANTS

TROOP OF
MONKEYS

SCHOOL OF
FISH

PRIDE OF
LIONS

MISCHIEF OF
RATS

12

TENSES

13

PRESENT TENSE

14

PAST TENSE

15

EXERCISE 1

Underline the verb and rewrite the sentences in past tense.
1.My father works as a policeman.
Ans: My father worked as a policeman.
2. Three kids play outside.
Ans: Three kids played outside
3. I listen to music and play games.
Ans: I listened to music and played games.
4. They run around the house.
Ans: They ran around the house.

16

EXERCISE 2

Underline the correct option.
1. I (say, think, told) Ramani to give me the book.
2. She (answered, brings, run) the phone.
3. The family (swim, bought, jump) the house last April.
4. My brother and I (fed, dress, come) our two cats.
5. Our friend Sowmya (drive, ate, saw) a very famous actor last
week.
6. I (cleaned, wash, think) my room yesterday, so I can play today.
17

EXERCISE 3

Underline the verbs and tell what tense each one is
1. I will eat at my friends’ house this evening.
Ans: Will Eat (Future tense)
2. My pet dog ran away
Ans: Ran ( Past tense)
3. Next Sunday I shall play kabaddi with my friends.
Ans : Shall play ( Future tense)
4. They had dosas for dinner
Ans : Had dosas ( Past tense)
5. She is lucky
Ans: Is lucky(Present tense)
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STORY TIME

LEARNING LESSONS
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Lesson 19
Conversation Practice
1. Describe any book which you have read.
2. Is that your favourite book?
3. Which language is the book in?
4. How often do you read books?
5. How much time do you take to complete a book?
Read Aloud
Newspapers
Newspapers have been a part of our daily life for many years now. Our day starts with
a
hot cup of tea or coffee along with a newspaper in hand. It is difficult to imagine life
without a newspaper. It is available in all languages. Newspapers keep us up to date
with
news from all over the world. There are different sections in a newspaper covering
topics
on politics, economy, finance, business, sports, education, science, social issues, films
and
the like. It helps us to widen our knowledge, skill, and awareness. Reading newspaper
in
English is a good activity for students and others who want to improve their language.
It
also helps the readers to improve their general knowledge. It also helps students to
crack
competitive exams. Reading a newspaper should become a daily habit and should be
encouraged at home and in schools.
Vocabulary Practice
Widen- expand
Crack- solve
Make sentences with each of these words
Write Right
A, an, the
The indefinite article is a/an .
The definite article is the .
friend.
I study in a school in Bellandur.
I borrowed a pencil from a friend sitting next to me.
The indefinite article a is used before a consonant sound:
a dog.
a pilot
a teacher.
a university
Although 'university' starts with the vowel 'u', it is pronounced as a consonant sound
(yu)
What are vowels? - a, e, i, o, u
Can you name some words beginning with these letters?

Ex: Animal, Apple, Ice cream, Image, Orange, Oval, Umbrella, Uncle
Elephant, Enemy
Note- Here, differentiate between the words enemy and ear. Sounds are different.
An enemy but a ear because in ear the sound is ya
The indefinite article an is used before a vowel sound:
an engineer.
an elephant.
an athlete
The definite article the is used when the speaker talks about a specific object
that
both the persons speaking and listening know.
The car over there is mine.
The President of the United States is giving a speech tonight.
When we speak of something or someone for the first time we use a or an, the
next time we repeat that object we use the definite article the.
I live in a house. The house is quite old.
I ate in a Chinese restaurant. The restaurant was very good.
No article:
1. Do not use an article with countries, states, counties or provinces, lakes and
mountains except when the country is a collection of states such as "The United
States".
We live in Srirangapatnam near River Cauvery.
They live in Bellandur.
They climbed Mount Everest.
2. We do not normally use an article with plurals and uncountable nouns to
talk
about things in general.
He writes books.
She likes sweets.
Do you like music?
She ate bread with butter in the morning.
Do not use a/an for uncountable nouns.
Recall what are uncountable—milk, water, liquid, money
You can't say "I'd like a milk"
a/an can be used only with countable nouns.
I'd like a piece of cake.
I lent him a book.
I drank a cup of tea.

Lesson 20
Speak Well
Conversation Practice
Do you watch television?
What do you like to watch?
What is your favourite programme?
Which serial are you currently watching?
Describe any serial/programme in a few sentences
Read Aloud
Eat Healthy
In a small village called Ramapur, a fruit seller lived in a small hut by the roadside.
Ranjan, the fruit seller was not educated. He grew many types of fruits in his farm and
sold them to the people waiting near the bus stop. Ranjan’s son Chotu carried the fruit
baskets. Father and son managed to live comfortably.
Ranjan became old and died. Chotu continued to sell the fruits. Meanwhile, two shops
came up near the bus stop. One man sold samosas and the other one made different
types
of pakoras. People were attracted by the tasty snacks. Young children asked for the
samosas and the parents had no choice. Chotu could not sell his fruits any more. His
income became less, and he was eating only fruits throughout the day. He had no
money
to buy vegetables and rice.
Chotu became weak and unwell. He went to the young doctor who came from the city.
In
the clinic, there were many patients. Children were complaining of stomach pain,
cough
and weakness. Many old people were also there. The doctor examined all the patients.
He
explained to the patients that they all became sick because they were not eating
proper
food. Everyone must have a balanced diet consisting of rice, dal, fresh vegetables and
fruits. Chotu became ill because he was eating only fruits. The people realized their
mistake. They started eating healthy food. Chotu's sales went up and he became
healthy
once again.
The doctor taught the villagers the importance of a balanced diet.

LESSON 21 & 22
SPOKEN ENGLISH
CLASS
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THE SIGN OF A PERSON WHO HAS HAD AN EDUCATION IS
GOOD MANNERS- BABA

GOOD MANNERS
 Be Polite to Everyone
 Wish Everyone
 Talk Softly

I am sorry
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Thank you for
your help

Please, can you
give me a pencil?!

Welcome!!!

THE SIGN OF A PERSON WHO HAS HAD AN
EDUCATION IS GOOD MANNERS- BABA

MAGIC WORDS
THANK YOU ---

Welcome ---
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MAGIC WORDS
SORRY

PLEASE
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GREETINGS
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CLEVER CHATUR
There once lived a selfish king who had a pigeon named Chatur. He was very wise and the kind would consult him before
leaving for the court.
One afternoon when Chatur was sitting in the court, a flock of pigeons flew past the open door and
sat on the mango trees in the garden. Chatur turned to the king and said, “These are my relatives and they have
come to take me to my country with them. Please give me permission to go.”

The king was disturbed by Chatur’s request. "If you go away Chatur, who will advise me?
How can I be sure of your return?”. Chatur was hurt as the king had doubted his loyalty.

"You know King… I never break my word", he said. On my return I will bring you a
wonderful fruit which will make you live forever”.

The King became curious about the fruit. He agreed to let him go. Chatur flew away happily and joined the flock of pigeons.

For a few minutes there was a great chatter in the trees and then they all rose into the air and disappeared.
Chatur never returned. Chatur was free again. You cannot keep a bird in the cage forever.
It is against nature. Clever Chatur taught a lesson to the selfish king.
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THE PENCIL STORY
One day, Raj came home from school looking very sad. He had not done well in his
English test. His grandmother, a kind lady, wanted to cheer him. She gave him a pencil.
Raj was very surprised as he had not done anything to earn it.
His grandmother then lovingly explained, that one can learn very important lessons from
the pencil. She added, that just like he had gone through the pain of not writing his exam
well, the pencil also bears the pain of the sharpener. However, it also becomes stronger
and sharper, and leaves a permanent mark on the paper.
In the same way, Raj must also learn from his mistake and work harder to become a
better student. Only then would he be able to achieve whatever he wanted to, with his
own strength and determination.
Raj felt better hearing his grandmother's words. He promised to himself that he would do
well next time.
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LISTEN TO THE STORY!!!

THE CAR SHOWROOM
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STORY!!!

PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH
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HOMOPHONES
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HOMOPHONES EXAMPLES

NEW/ KNEW

PEACE/PIECE

HEAR /HERE

STEAL /STEEL
WEAK / WEEK
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EXERCISE 1
Fill in the blanks with the right words
New, knew, piece, peace, week, weak, here, hear, steel, steal
1. steel does not rust.
2. The poor lady said that she did not ___ steal ________ the money.
3. He felt _____ weak ______ as he had fever.
4. Please keep the book ______ here _____
5. If you don’t speak loudly, I cannot _______ hear ____ you.
6. There are seven days in a _____ week ______
7. Please give me a _______ piece ____ of paper.
8. We all want _____ peace ______ and harmony in our lives.
9. My friend bought a _____ New ______ car.
10. The students __ knew _________ all the answers.
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PREPOSITIONS
■ Words that we use before nouns and pronouns
to show their relationship with other words in a sentence
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EXERCISE 2
Complete the sentences choosing the correct prepositions.
1. How many students are there _____ in ______ your class? (in/on)
2. Please place the books _____ on ______ the table. (in/on)
3. The cat hides ______ under _____ the cot. (on/under)
4. Climb _____ up ______ the tree at once. (up/down)
5. The ball fell _____ into ______ the well. (into/onto)
6. The children play _____ in ______ the ground every evening. (at/in)
7. The exam will be held ____ on _______ Monday. (in/on)
8. I met her ______ at _____ the park. (at/on)
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COLLECTIVE NOUNS
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EXAMPLES
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BUNCH OF KEYS

BUNCH OF
GRAPES

BUNCH OF ROSES/ BOUQUET
OF FLOWERS
BUNCH OF
BALLOONS

PACK OF CARDS
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PILE OF BOOKS

BUNDLE OF
STICKS
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EXERCISE 3
Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with suitable
collective nouns:
bunch, family, team, choir, crowd, school, hive.
1. I have lost a _____ bunch ____ of keys.
2. There is a large _____ school _____ of fish near the coast.
3. Do not disturb that ________ hive __ of bees.
4. Our ______ team ___ played well yesterday.
5. The ______ choir ____ sang so well.
6. The police dispersed the ____ crowd _______
7. Where does your __ family __________ live?
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EXERCISE 4
Complete the following using appropriate collective nouns:
( flock, team, pack, pride, bunch, band, gang, bouquet, troop, army)

1. A ______ pride _______ of lions

6. A ______ troop _______ of monkeys

2. A _____ gang ________ of thieves

7. A _____ army ________ of soldiers

3. A _______ pack ______ of cards

8. A _________ bunch ____ of keys / grapes

4. A ______ team _______ of players

9. A ____ flock _________ of birds / sheep

5. A _____ bouquet ________ of
flowers

10. A ____ band _________ of musicians
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Lesson 23
• Conversation Practice
• The Ant and the Grasshopper story
• Vocabulary Practice
• Types of noun

Conversation Practice

Very often when we want a question to be repeated we may not know
how to respond. Here is a sample conversation.
P1: Can you get me a pencil please?
More formal or polite way of asking is Could you get me a pencil,
please?
P2: Excuse me, could you repeat your question, please?
P1: Could you get me a pencil, please?
P2: Sorry, but could you speak slower, please?
P1: Could you get me a pencil, please?
P2: Thanks, now I understand. Here it is.

Instructions and requests
We use Could you as a polite way of telling or asking someone to do
something:
Could you take a message please?
Could I have my bill please?
Can is less polite.
Can you take a message please?

The Ant and
the
Grasshopper

It was a beautiful summer day. A grasshopper was relaxing and
enjoying the sun.

Just then, an ant passed by. It was hard working and always on
the move. The ant was carrying a huge corn to his nest.

“Why don’t you come and chat with me instead of working all
day?” asked the grasshopper. “I am saving food for the winter,
because it will get very cold. I think you too should do the same
and not laze around”, replied the ant.

The grasshopper laughed out loud and said, “You are always in
such a hurry. Why do you always work and worry? There’s a lot of
time for winter to come. Come on, let us sing some songs and
make merry!”

But the ant was very wise and did not listen to the grasshopper’s
words. He continued to work very hard and managed to store for
the harsh winter months ahead.

Winter came sooner than expected. Neither did the
grasshopper find a place to stay, nor could he find anything to
eat.

He went to the ant’s house, begging him for food and shelter.

“I am sorry, but I have food and room only for my family. Go, find
help somewhere else. You are a lazy fellow” said the ant.

“How foolish have I been! I should have taken the ant’s advice
seriously”, thought the grasshopper and walked away sadly.

Vocabulary Practice

Make sentences with each of these words
Laze
Lazy
Harsh
Foolish
Relax

Can you recall?
What is a noun?
A noun is a naming word.
Eg: class, school
What is an abstract noun?
That which cannot be perceived by any of the five senses is called an
abstract noun.
Eg- pride, bravery, courage, goodness
What is a concrete noun?
Names of people, places and things which can be perceived by one or
more of the senses. (sight, hearing, taste, touch, or smell) are all known
as Concrete Noun.
Eg- Meera, girl, Mumbai, Bengaluru, bag, book, bird

Underline the nouns and say whether they
are concrete or abstract
1. What time does the exam start?
Ans. Time and exam - abstract noun
2. Best of luck for your competition.
Ans. Luck – abstract noun
3. Give me a glass of water.
Ans. Water – concrete noun
4. Good food takes away my hunger.
Ans. Hunger – abstract noun
5. The buildings are tall.
Ans. Building – concrete noun

6. Please show kindness to animals
Ans. Kindness – abstract noun
7. This is a steel almirah.
Ans. Almirah – concrete noun
8. Honesty is the best policy.
Ans. Honesty – abstract noun
9. Many people live in poverty in India.
Ans. Poverty – abstract noun
10. She has great concentration.
Ans. Concentration – abstract noun

State which of the nouns are proper, common, collective,
concrete or abstract in the following sentences.
1. We have great pride in our school.
Ans. Pride – abstract noun
2. The group of dancers went on the stage.
Ans. Dancers – collective noun
3. I wore my new dress.
Ans. Dress – concrete noun
4. A flock of birds flew over my house.
Ans. Flock – collective noun

5. I saw a bear in the forest.
Ans. Bear – proper noun
6. My father is a doctor.
Ans. Doctor – common noun
7. Tell Sarah to go home.
Ans. Sarah – concrete noun
8. Lucas is my dog.
Ans. Lucas – concrete noun, dog – common noun
9. Mr. Basu is my neighbor.
Ans. Basu – concrete noun
10. The game is Monopoly.
Ans. Monopoly – proper noun

Follow the link and listen to Uncle Lion’s Tales
Season 1- Part – 23– The Echo of Love
http://media.radiosai.org/journals/Archives/darshan-video/uncle-lionstales.htm#season-1

Lesson 24
• Conversation Practice
• Two Goats story
• Vocabulary Practice
• Homophones

Conversation Practice

Very often, we ask others for direction in a new place. Sometimes others ask
us too.
In this segment, please practice seeking and giving directions. A sample is
given below
P1: Excuse me Sir, I am a new student. Can you please tell me how I can get
to Grade 6 classroom?
P2: Please go up the stairs, then straight down the hall, and to the left, you
will find a board that says Class 6.
P1:Which door?
P2: The third one.
P1: When does the class start?
P2: Right now, at nine o’clock.
P1: Thank you very much Sir.
P2: You are welcome/Please don't mention. Please go ahead.

Two Goats

There was a narrow bridge across a river. Two goats
started walking over the bridge not knowing that the
other was coming from the opposite direction.

When they came to the middle of the bridge, both goats met
each other and noticed that there was no room for them to pass.

"Go back," said one goat to the other, "There is no room for both
of us". "Why should I go back?" asked the other goat. "It is better
that you return.““You must go back", said the first goat, "because
I am stronger than you."

"No way", remarked the second goat.

"We will see about that", said the first goat and he bent down to
fight. The argument went on till they began to fight.

Suddenly, "Stop!" said the second goat.

“If we fight, we shall both fall into the river and be drowned.

Instead I have a plan. I shall lie down, and you may walk over
me."

Then the wise one laid down on the bridge and the other goat
walked over him.

They crossed the bridge comfortably and went on their ways.

Vocabulary Practice
Narrow- restricted, limited
Laid- put, positioned
Comfortably- at ease

Homophones
A homophone is a word that is pronounced the same (to varying
extent) as another word but differs in meaning. A homophone may also
differ in spelling. The two words may be spelled the same, such as rose
(flower) and rose (past tense of "rise"), or differently, such as by, buy,
bye and to, two, and too.

1. Ate- eight
● I ate the cake all by myself.
● I will wake up at eight tomorrow morning.
2. Buy- By- Bye
● Buy only what you need
● I will go home by walk.
● See you later, Bye
3. Cell- Sell
● Do not use cell phones while walking on the road.
● He wants to sell his house.

4. I-eye
● I like ice cream
● My eye is hurting.
5. Flour-flower
● Bread is made with flour.
● The rose is a lovely flower
6. For-four
● I bought this pen for you.
● I have four pens.

7. Here- hear
● Keep the glass here
● I can hear the song clearly.
8. Hour- our
● It takes an hour to travel from City Bus Station to Brightway School.
● This is our school.
9. Know- no
● Do you know the meaning of these words?
● Say no to drugs.

10. Meat- Meet
● Dogs love meat
● I will meet you all tomorrow
11. Right- write
● This is the right answer
● Write your answers here
12. Son- sun
● The doctor’s son is a brilliant student.
● The sun rises in the east

13. Their- there- they’re
● Students should take responsibility for their actions.
● There are twenty students in this class.
● They’re all good children.
14. To- too-two
● I am going to eat a banana
● I like eating apples too.
● I have two biscuits in my box.
15. One- won
● I have one pencil and two pens
● We won the match yesterday

Please read the following sets of homophones carefully and
check their meanings and pronunciation in a dictionary.
● air--- heir
● ate---eight
● bite-----byte
● board--bored
● buy-by-bye
● be----bee
● course----coarse
● cast-----caste

● break---brake
● cent-scent-sent
● dew---due
● dam damn
● earn-urn
● farther-father
● flew--flu
● for—four-fore
● gait---gate
● gilt---guilt
● haul---hall

● heal—heel
● heroin—heroine
● him –hymn
● idle—idol
● Jeans-genes
● know-no
● Knows-nose
● loan—lone
● lesson-lessen
● maid—made
● meet-meat

● new-knew
● none—nun
● pail---pale
● Right-write
● role-roll
● scene—seen
● site---sight
● tear-tier
● through-threw
● vain—vein
● ware—wear

Follow the link and listen to Uncle Lion’s Tales
Season 1- Part – 24– The Power of the Present
http://media.radiosai.org/journals/Archives/darshan-video/uncle-lionstales.htm#season-1
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Conversation Practice
Do you know which days we have our spoken English classes?
They are on Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays.
What time do they begin?
They begin at 4:00 p.m. and end at 6:00 p.m.
What month did they begin?
They began in September.
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A bird in hand is worth two in the bush
On a hot summer day, a lion came out of his den feeling very hungry.
He searched here and there but could not find any food.
After a while, he found a small hare. He caught the hare but hesitated
to kill it. He thought, “surely, this hare cannot fill my stomach”. He was
looking around and just then saw a deer.
He let the hare go and thought, “ instead of eating this small hare, let
me eat the big deer.”
Thinking thus, he ran behind the deer. But the deer ran away swiftly
into the forest.
The lion felt sad and sorry for letting the hare go in the first place. It
was left with no food.
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HOMONYMS
 Homophones are words that are pronounced the same but differ in meaning or

spelling. (week, weak)
 Homonyms are words that are spelled and pronounced the same

but have different meanings.
 Few Examples:
 (Match - to pair like items / a stick for

making a flame)
 Right - correct / direction opposite of left

 Spring - a season / coiled metal
 Well - in good health / a source for water

in the ground
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EXAMPLES
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EXERCISE
1.Get up my _____SON_______ ( Sun / Son)
2.He fell down because he did not apply the __Brake_______
( brake / break)
3.What is the ____Price____ of it ( Price / Prize)
4.Please ____pray____ ( pray/ prey ) for me.
5.My father went to the _____bank______ ( bank / bunk)
6.We ____saw_______ cricket match yesterday. ( saw / sore)
7.We can’t see the __waves________ (waves/waive) rolling up
the beach.
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STORY TIME!!!

The Alchemy of Love
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CONVERSATION PRACTICE
 How are you?
Fine, thanks.
 How are you today?
Not too good.
 What’s wrong with you?
I have cold and fever.
 Are you all right?
Yes , very well
 Are you not feeling well?
Yes, I have headache.
 How are feeling?
I feel better today.
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The Wise Old Owl
Once there lived an old owl on a tree. Every day he saw many things
happening all around him. He saw a boy helping an old man carry a
heavy basket. Another day he saw a girl shouting at her mother.
The more he saw the less he spoke. As he spoke less, he heard more.
He heard people talking and telling stories. He heard a woman
saying that an elephant had jumped over a fence. He also heard a
man saying that he had never made a single mistake.
The old owl had seen and heard about everything that happened to
people. Some became better and some became worse.
But the old owl became wiser each passing day. If only we too would
observe more and talk less, listen more and talk less. We too will be
able to become wise.
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GENDER OF NOUNS
Masculine:
Words for
Men, boys
and male
animals

Feminine:
Words for
women, girls
and female
animals

Common
Nouns for
both Male
and female

Neuter:
Words for
non living
things.
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GENDER OF NOUNS
Example:
The king sat on the throne.
Masculine gender
The table has to be repaired.
Neutral gender
The little girl is Harshini.
Feminine gender
Ramu’s father is a doctor.
Common gender
Saishruthy is my sister.
Feminine gender
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EXERCISE
Read the following sentences and note the gender of the underlined noun.
1. The cycle(neutral) has to be taken to the mechanic(common).
2. The two ladies(feminine) standing in the corner are my aunts (feminine) .
3. My father (masculine) sat in the car (neutral).
4. My teacher(common) is very strict with naughty children(common) .
5. The princess (feminine) refused to sit on the chair (neutral).
6. The people(common) protested against the rulers(common).
7. My aunt (feminine) is a is a member of the managers’ (common) association.
8. The director(common) refused to stand up when the chairperson(common) entered.
9. Men (masculine) and women (feminine) were asked to stand in separate rows.
10. The two sisters (feminine) were unhappy with the attitude of the college
principal(common).
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EXERCISE
Match the words in masculine gender with its feminine gender .
MASCULINE GENDER

FEMININE GENDER

1. KING

MOTHER. 2

2. FATHER

AUNT.

3. UNCLE

SISTER. 5

4. LAND LORD

NIECE

5. BROTHER

EMPRESS. 7

6. NEPHEW

HEROINE. 9

7. EMPEROR

DAUGHTER. 8

8. SON

WIFE

9.HERO

QUEEN. 1

10. HUSBAND

LAND LADY. 4
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Story time!!!

Power of love
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Lesson 27
• Conversation practice – introducing people
• Lion and the mouse Story
• Vocabulary practice
• Adverb

Conversation practice

Introducing people
There are number of ways by which you can introduce people. Given
below are a few
● Hello Aparna, do you know Sita? (Introducing Sita to Aparna)
● Sita, this is my friend Aparna. (Introducing Aparna to Sita).
(to Aparna)

Hello Aparna, do you know Sita?

(to Sita)

Hello Sita, do you know Aparna?

Myself (Me)

Many ways of introducing Shyam to Ram
● Ram, I don’t think you have met Shyam.
● Ram, meet my friend Shyam.
● Ram, do you know Shyam?
● Ram, I’d like you to meet Shyam.
Formal way of introducing a person
● May I introduce you to Shyam?
● Friends, Can I introduce Mr. Shyam?

When a person is introduced to you, then you can reply
● Hello, how are you? - Formal
● Hi- Informal And then say
● Pleased to meet you.
● It is a pleasure to meet you.
You can then say :
My name is -------.
Or
I am -----------.

Once a lion was sleeping in
a forest.

A little mouse ran up his
body when the lion woke
up.

He caught the little
mouse in his paw.

The mouse pleaded with
the lion to let him go and
promised that he would
be of use to him someday.

The lion laughed but took
pity on the mouse and let
him go.

After a few days the lion
was caught in a hunter’s
net.

Unable to free himself, he
let out a mighty roar.

The little mouse heard
the roar and came
running to help the lion.

Soon he bit and gnawed the ropes and the lion
became free.

The lion understood that
even a tiny mouse can be
of use someday.

Vocabulary practice
Plead- beg, appeal
Gnaw- bit, chew
Make sentences with each of these words

Adverb
An adverb is a word that modifies a verb, adjective, determiner, clause,
preposition, or sentence.
Adverbs typically express manner, place, time, frequency, degree, level
of certainty, etc., answering questions such as how? in what way?
when? where? and to what extent?
Examples :
Uma laughed heartily when she heard the joke.
Ramesh ran fast to reach the pole.
The teacher asked the students to wait patiently for the results.

Read the following sentences and underline the
adverbs.
1 The school bell rang loudly.
Ans. Loudly
2 The traffic police shouted angrily at the car driver.
Ans. Angrily
3 I like to walk briskly to school.
Ans. Briskly
4 My sister speaks softly on the phone.
Ans. Softly
5 My brother loves to dress smartly.
Ans. Smartly

6 My uncle does not allow us to move around lazily in the house.
Ans. Lazily
7 The animals at the zoo waited restlessly for the zoo keeper.
Ans. Restlessly
8 The actor looked arrogantly at the crowds waiting for him.
Ans. Arrogantly
9 The little girl jumped excitedly when she saw her father.
Ans. Excitedly
10 The poor boy stared hungrily at the cakes in the bakery.
Ans. Hungrily

Read the phrases in column A and write complete
sentences using suitable adverbs from column B.
EXAMPLES
A
Sakhina walked
Sudhir moved
Samuel ate
The funeral procession
The little singers

B
reluctantly to the school.
quickly to the side.
his meal heartily.
moved silently.
sang loudly.

A
1 The old couple
2 The doctor performed
3 The students waited
4 The soldiers
5 The chief guest
6 The dog
7 The bride cried
8 The small monkey
9 The old man moved
10 The sweet baby

B
the surgery carefully
eagerly for lunch
barked suddenly
crossed the road slowly.
fought bravely.
entered hurriedly.
jumped quickly.
the chair noisily
smiled gently
bitterly

Follow the link and listen to Uncle Lion’s Tales
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Lesson 28
• Conversation practice
• Ali and the Magic Carpet Story
• Vocabulary practice
• Activity

Conversation Practice
Sometimes we make an arrangement with friends or other family
members.
How do we find out if the arrangement suits the other person?
Is it ok if I bring my children along?
Is it ok if I leave early today?
Is it ok if I come to your house on Sunday?
Will 6o clock in the morning be ok with you?

Ali and the Magic Carpet

One very hot day Ali found a carpet in his uncle’s shop.

Suddenly the carpet jumped towards him.

It moved here and there and then spoke to Ali,
“Welcome, O master. I am a magic carpet.”

Ali sat on it and off they flew to distant lands.

First, they flew high up into the sky and then they
landed in a jungle. It was wet and raining there. Ali did
not like to get wet.

So then they flew to the desert. It was very hot and
dry. Ali did not like the heat.

From there, they flew to the North Pole. There was
snow and ice everywhere. It was so cold and Ali was
freezing.

Ali was beginning to think of his home, his uncle’s shop
and his town. They stopped by at a big city. It was too
crowded.

From there the carpet took him to an island. Oh it is so
lonely here said Ali. “Let’s go home, carpet”, cried Ali.

Finally, they flew back
home. The carpet landed
in the shop and Ali got off.
‘Wow! That was an
adventure!’ Ali felt happy
to be back home. East or
West, home is best,
thought Ali.

Vocabulary Practice
Heat
cold
freezing
crowded
Make sentences with each of these words

Find and correct the mistakes in the sentences:
1. She wrote with an pen.
Ans. A pen
2. My friend lives in a apartment.
Ans. An apartment
3. There is a rainbow in a sky.
Ans. The sky
4. Where is a key to open the lock?
Ans. The key
5. The sports day practice has been going on for an month.
Ans. A month

6. Sunday is the holiday.
Ans. A holiday
7. There are seven days in an week.
Ans. A week
8. I poured the tea in an cup.
Ans. A cup
9. The carpenter will give us a estimate for cost of making our furniture.
Ans. An estimate
10. Do you know how to cook dal?
Ans. Correct sentence

11. School assembly begins at 9 am.
Ans. Correct sentence
12. Is he a boy who borrowed your pen?
Ans. The boy
13. Does your watch show correct time?
Ans. Correct sentence
14. You must take right turn at signal.
Ans. A right turn

Follow the link and listen to Uncle Lion’s Tales
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Lesson 29

Speak Well
Conversation Practice
Very often we would like to tell our friends or colleagues what we want to do. Today’s
conversation practice looks at various ways of doing so.
Use I have to--- when you want to tell your friends what you have to do
● I have to go to school.
● I have to make a call.
I have to buy vegetables.
● I have to study for my exam.
● I have to pay the bills.
● I have to meet the doctor.
Use Do you have to----- when you want to ask someone
● Do you have to go to the post office?
● Do you have to go to Mumbai?
● Do you have to leave now?
Use I must----- if you have to say something strongly.
● I must finish my report by today.
● I must go to see my friend.
● I must take my dog to the vet.
Read Aloud
Unity is Strength
Three farmers lived in a village and worked in their fields all day long. But they had to
face a lot of problems. Sometimes their crops were infested with pests and they did
not
know how to get rid of them. Sometimes animals would come and destroy their crop.
The
farmers tried using different methods to protect their fields.
The first farmer tried using a scarecrow, the second used pesticides, and the third built
a
fence on his field. But it was of no use.
The village headman came there and called the three farmers. He gave them each a
stick
and asked them to break the sticks. The farmers could break them easily. He then gave
them a bundle of three sticks and asked them to break it. This time, the farmers
struggled
to break the sticks. The village head said, ‘Together you are stronger than when you
work
alone’. The farmers pooled their resources and got rid of their problems very soon.
Vocabulary Practice
Infested- full of pests, invaded
Pooled- combined
Make sentences with each of these words
Write Right

Prepositions are usually short words that are normally placed directly in front of
nouns.

Lesson 30
Speak Well
Conversation Practice
In this exercise, let us learn how to express an opinion.
● I like eating ice-cream.
● I love going out and meeting friends.
● I am fond of chocolates.
● My friend likes playing cricket.
● He is fond of cooking.
When you don’t have any particular opinion, then you can say
● I don’t mind waiting here.
● I don’t mind coming with you.
When you don’t like something, then you can say
● I don’t like wasting my time.
● He is not fond of pets.
● She doesn’t like going to school.
When you want to express an extreme opinion, then you can say
● I can’t bear to wait in this hot weather.
● I can’t stand crowds.
● I don’t like being late.
● I hate going out in the rain.
Read Aloud
Clever Birbal
Akbar was fond of asking questions in his court. Most of the questions could not be
answered by the courtiers. But Birbal outwitted the king each time. Once, he posed a
question and as usual the courtiers were at a loss for an answer.
‘How many crows are there in the city?’, asked the king.
Birbal immediately smiled, went up to Akbar and replied confidently,
“twenty-one thousand five hundred and twenty-three.”
The King was surprised. “How do you know the exact number?” asked Akbar.
Birbal replied, “Ask your men to count the number of crows. If there are more, then
the
crows’ relatives from outside the city are visiting them. If there are fewer, then the
crows
are visiting their relatives outside the city.”
As always Akbar was pleased with the answer. He presented Birbal with many gifts.
Vocabulary Practice
Outwitted- outsmarted, got the better of
Posed- asked

